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Situated Knowledge 
As a journal of environmental thought. UNDERCURRENTS is concerned with the configurations 
of knowledge that arise from the current environmental debate. Human transgressions against the 
natural world have made certain perspectives and knowledge visible and discussable. Both in terms 
of its critique of the modem human project and its prescriptions for the direction in which human 
society should be moving, environmental thought highlights connections between the destruction of 
the natural world and a crisis in human identity. 
The papers presented in this edition of UNDERCURRENI'S represent some of the perspectives that 
arise when negotiating the increasingly contested frames of reference and relevant information that 
mark relationships between human and nonhuman nature. They point toward the creation of contex-
tual knowledge and, in so doing, focus on a process of formulating the kinds of questions we ask 
about the human relation to nonhuman nature. 
With its concept of embodied knowledge, Karen Birkemeyer's article "Toward a Theory of the 
Body in Critical Social Change" addresses the mediated space our bodies offer as a way of under-
standing the natural world and at the same time critiquing-social reality. Tzeporah Berman's "Law 
As If Nature Mattered" continues this critique of social reality by examining the human-centred 
view of law and the difficulty of developing some standing for the natural world in legal matters. In 
"Voices: Women's Music in Canada as Situated Knowledge," Joanne Nonnekes explores the ways 
in which the "partial perspectives" or "situated knowledge" of five Canadian folksingers operate in 
opposition to the universalizing aspects of an overarching patriarchal culture. The situated 
knowledge of night· is the subject of Andrew Satterthwaite's article, "When the Eye Cannot See: 
Rethinking Night," as it wrestles with the contested meaning of night as a dark avenue into the 
relationship between humans and nature. The concluding article by Andy Fisher, "The Nonhuman 
in Human Psychological Development." rethinks many of the basic tenets of modem psychological 
theory in light of the current ecological crisis. The sense of self presented by psychologists ignores 
the embeddedness of humans in the natural world. · 
We present these papers, together with original artwork, poetry and prose, in an attempt to 
dialogue with you, the reader, around what we perceive as a human identity crisis. We believe that 
it is through reknowing and reconstructing the natural world and the relationship between human 
and nonhuman nature that new questions can be asked and new dialogue initiated. 
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Toward a Theory of the Body in Cri~~cal Social Change 
Conceptions of Embodied Knowing and Being in Reform Environmentalism, . 
Ecofeminism and Environmental ~ought 
by Karen Birkemeyer 
Why the Body? 
Understanding the significance of the human body as 
· a locus in which to access and analyze environmental. 
approaches requires first an understanding of the role of 
the body in post -modem culture and life. It is notable that 
the human body should, at this poi_nt in history, come to 
play a major role in some of the most important social 
issues of our time. After all, the development of Western 
civilization was premised on the cultivation of the human 
capacity towards calculative and analytic thought, ways 
ofkriowing reached via the suppression and denial of the 
animated body through its disassociation from, arid 
therefore relfication by, the human mind. · 
. It is because of the Occidental fear1 of the physical 
body that historical constructions of it continue to in-
fluence the growth and development of twentieth century 
life; views of human embodiment cannot be held 
separate from Western conceptions of nature, culture, 
sex (women and men), class2 and society. These social 
categories are, in large part, premised on the perceived 
need to control and regul~te the body as the basis for a 
'civilized mode of being.' In this paper, I am primarily 
concerned with conceptions of the body, and of em-
bodied knowing and being as they pertain to relations of 
· power and domination between women, men and nature 
in Western culture; I am also concerned with futUre 
di rectionsfor social and environmental change and how 
· alternative conceptions of embodiment apply . to these 
relations. . 
The word 'body' has held, and continues to hold, a 
range of meanings . . In the Oxford English Dictionary, 
definitions of the word 'body' occupy over three pages; 
it is, as the editors say, one of the most powerful and 
important words in the Western lexicon.4 The body is, 
however, most commonly thought of as: "The physical 
structure or material substance of man [sic] or any 
·animal. "5 Literally, the idea of the human body exists to 
us as a frame or container; some thing we must look after 
and maintain. 6 As sociologist Bryan Turner notes: "Our 
everyday life is dominated by the details of our corporeal 
existence, involving us in a co~t labour of eating, 
washing, grooming and dressing." It is most often 
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within this particular context of involvement that we 
think about our bodies otherwise; our 'mode of being 
embodied' is ignored until it inconveniences us, for 
example when we feel tired when we do not want to, or 
when we get sick. 
But our human experience of 'having or being a body' 
is not limited to such simple and standard observations. 
For the last three hundred years, humans have . been 
oriented within the time and space dimensions of a 
mathematical, scientif.ic and mechanical worldview; a 
world profoundly different from anything we had pre- . 
viously experienced. For the most part, we take this 
world and this way of knowing and existing for granted, 
because according to the dominant Western worldview, 
or paradigm, it is the only legitimate way 'to be.' But 
this current mode of embodied existence continues to 
have tremendous implications for both our selves and the 
world in which we live. I believe that central to the 
destruction of human and nonhuman nature lie specific 
viewsofthehumanbody,andwiththe~.aspecificmode 
of embodied being. 
It is generally felt that, up until the scientific revolution, 
human interactions with nature and the world were char-
acterized .by a sense of belonging and enchantment In 
·previous eras, it has been supposed that we thought less 
of 'having and owning a body' and·acted more as if 'our 
selves' and 'our bodies' were one. For example, in his 
discussion of the 'hidden history' of the human bodyjn 
our past, Morris Berman characterizes the Palaeolithic 
lifestyle of hunting and gathering as a mode of existence 
in which people lived through ~eir bodies in ord~r to 
engage themselves in the lifeworlds of the plants and 
animals upan which their lives depended. Notes Berman: 
" ... men and women took their cues from bodily feelings 
and the movements of the animals. This was a ·life 
governed by shifting· moods rather than the demands of 
theego."8 · · · 
The embodied existence of some 'primitive cultures•9 
can therefore be characterized by what Berman refers to 
as a participating conSciousness, a way of being in which 
one is intimately connected to the world through both 
one's body and mind. With this way of being, the mind 
does not exist as a distinct subject, peering out from the 
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body unto a separate and alien sp~; rather, the mind · 
lives. thsough the body and as part of its life-world and 
space.1 
The idea that the participating consciousness was con-
ceivably part of our past opens up a path for us to 
experience it in the present In personal conversation, 11 
people do speak of moments in their lives in which they 
have felt a celebratory sense of continuity with natu.re 
and the entire cosmos. I have felt this many times while 
hiking, being with my dog, and even playing pick-up 
basketball with my friends. As a student in physical 
education, during moments of unconstrained play (in 
other words, in an atmosphere of non-competition), m~ 
pee~ and I would often adopt a mode ·of being in which 
we would all be in tune with each other without having 
to verbally communicate. Such moments were rare, and 
impossible to will, but once in them, we would act as 
though we were one, running and passing in a fluid mode 
of interrelatedness. Although we could never explain this 
ph~nomenon, each of us described it as a 'relaxed,' 'free' 
and 'secure' state of existence, in which our minds 
seemed to be working with our bodies, rather than out-
side of, or against them. In his work. John Livingston 
. describes these experiences of self-as-nature as states of 
· 'free flow.' For Livingston, such moments have been 
characterized by a 'pure and inexpressible joy and 
. happiness'; emotions that, ~~sed on my own experience, 
I can readily identify with. 
. Although each of us is capable of states of 'free flow,' 
in Western culture these moments are generally cast 
aside because they hinder t11e processes of societal 
development, which depend upon a more detached mode 
of being. The primary goal of Descartes, science, math-
ematics and the technological re":olution was. to remove 
the human mind from the perceived 'constraints' and 
'limitations' of the human body in order to estabHsh a 
more predictable, controlle~ and objective mode of 
knowing, and hence, being.1 As David Michael Levin 
notes: 
... the homogenous world-space of Newtonian 
physics necessitates a freezing of being, a sol-
idifying of boundaries, a condensing of energies. 
This world-space favors an ontology of objectifica-
tion •. ~ernanence, constant positions, ego-
centricity. . 
With the scientific ·revolution came the basis for a new 
kind of being, and a new experience of our life-space. In 
science, the world is already assumed in terms of a set of 
mathematically predictable relations in which objects act 
in accordance with the laws of gravity and space. Hence, 
as Merleau-Ponty notes, " .. scientific thought moves 
within and pres&poses the ·world, rather than· taking it 
for its theme."1 Instead of focusing on the relations 
between the embodied self and the world as the basis for 
knowing and being~ the scientific worldview renders the 
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living body ·obsolete. Scientific images are. meant to 
stand for, and hence make per:manent, things or events 
for which we may or may n~t have any experiential 
equivalents in our daily reality. Thus, images are often 
confined to the mind's eye, and are therefore premised 
upon a very narrow mcxle of vision, as well as a specific 
and narrow mode of knowing and being. In response to 
his concern ,for the dominance of scientific vision in 
Western culture, Joseph Grange writes: 
We must consider this eniphasis.on the eye, for it 
represents a prejudice that will continue to manifest ' 
itself. What happens to the sensory field of our body 
if such stress is laid upon the eye? The realm of the 
heart loses 'its distinct feature, for harmonic con-
trasts evade distinct audition. Smells that escape 
detection haunt us as unreal. The tongue that 
savours the multidimensional must become dis-
criminating. The body with its panorama of touch 
must be trained to detect only distinct qualities like 
hardness and density. The entire environment and 
its pol?'fhonic call to our being is shrunk and desic-
cated. 
A scientific worldview, therefore, quells the human 
body's proclivity towards sensing and exploring the 
world in which it is situated. Rather than relate to the 
natural world as it is (to hear and listen, to see, to smell, · 
and to touch the world in which we dwell) we deal with 
static images and atomistic representations of what we 
have grown to expect natu~ and the world to be·, through 
the scientific and, more recently, capitalistic worldview. 
In his. will toward absolute knowledge and truth, Des-
cartes severed the links between the mind and the realm 
of the sensual, and hence between the mind, body and 
nature. In the processes of the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution, nature and the body were transformed 
from subjects in an enchanted and interconnected realm 
to objects of human cultural domination. During the past 
two centuries, we have indeed developed the means to 
spend more and more of our daily rou.tine detached from 
our bodies and our surroundings in an existential 
defiance of our original sense of unity. For the most part, 
it is the image of the h~man body as object and machine. 
which has afforded us this position. 
In many ways, society restricts and otherwise reifies 
the living body because for us it has become a mere 
resource, an object of some utility. As with any resource, 
the tendency is to deny its being in favour of one's own 
needs. For example, we constantly deny our own bodily 
felt rhythms by consuming caffeine and other drugs, and 
by imposing inappropriate time structures onto our need 
to eat and sleep. As well, we tend to spend much of our 
time riding in vehicles (instead of walking), sitting be-
hind desks, working in factories and watching television. 
We do these things primarily to fuel the needs of a 
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technological society organized around tJ:ie economic 
incentives of capitalism. Together, however, these prac-
tices contribute to a dimi~kshed sense of out existence as 
truly 'embodied' beings: · 
. Perhaps the primary manifestation of how the body 
serves the.impulses of Westem consumer society is as a 
. visual resource: over the past fifty years, entire industries 
have arisen in response to the sexual and aesthetic whims 
of our culture. According to John O'Neill, body images 
have becom~ a dominant means for establishing social 
membership, a primary bond between the individual and 
society: 
We must think of the detail of such practi·ses.as body 
painting, scarification, adornment, hair-cutting and 
dressing, washing, peifuming, deodorizing, cover-
ing and concealing various bodily parts, as a 
resource for the incessant eye-work whereby we 
make the way ~ople appear constituent features of 
social reality.1 · . 
As 0 'Neill hints, the body is constantly being manipu-
lated in order to fit with the accepted images of' a given 
time: those whose looks fit with society's standards are 
·rewarded and viewed favourably; these individuals 
belong, or fit into some thing. With an ironic twist, in our 
society individuals have therefore become preoccupied 
with their. body image as a way of replacing a different, 
an~ P}6haps more embodied mode of knowing and 
bemg . . · 
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The problem with this mode ofbelonging,however. is 
that it comes at quite a • cost.~ When we see ourselves and 
others in a~cordance with the dominant imagery of a . · 
given time, we fail, as Levin notes, to live • authentically': 
Although it ;lffeets different people in different 
ways, the dominance of the image in our culture 
produces a wide-spread pathology ,.for it means, in 
effect, being cut off from the truth of 'inner' -.and. 
that m~ans 'one's own' -.. experience. We are being 
chained to the image and alienated from ourselves. 
If we become totally identified with the image, we 
are dispossessed: we belong only to others. The 
image obscures our capacity for authentic }xistence, 
·true subjectivity, being true to ourselves. 1 . 
In other words, when we reduce ourselves and nature 
to this kind of social interaction, based on the reification 
of the human body (and mind), 'we do rot deal with 
people as they are, but rather with how they rank in · 
accordance with the images in our society. In this way. 
we deny ourselves any authentic experience of 'the 
other,' and, in doing so, we in turn deny them a11y 
opportunity for experiencing us as we truly are as living, 
dynamic and embodied.beings. 
Modern and post-modern life has culminated into a 
mode of existence in which the self is defined by the 
isolated mind constantly grappling to fit with the imag~ry 
produced by the dominant members of our scientific, 
economic and consumer society. In conjunction with the 
. . . . 






rigid and distinct boundaries of our scientifically defined 
world-space,imageryofthehumanbodyasacommodity 
has therefore helped to transfonn the historically evolv-
ing disembodied mind into an anxious ego, which. be-
cause it sees itself as being separate from the world, and 
in constant competition with the changing imagery of our 
time, is, more often than not, fearful of· its place' in the 
world and in society. 
The dilemma of our existence is therefore that it is 
distinguished by an underlying sense of meaninglessness 
and despair. Existential philosophers refer to these ex-
periences of dread, arising from the displacement of the 
mind from the body, in terms of 'angst' Manifested on 
a cultural level, angst results in nihilism, the loss of all 
meaning and 2alue that accompanies the death of the 
. human spirit. 2 In our time, nihilism is both a perpetual 
· cause. and extreme outcome, of our Western uses of 
imagery. 
As I have already suggested, it is with and through our 
bodies that we experience a sense of belonging in the 
world, or 'place.' A denial of our embodiment, there-
fore, can lead to a sense of anxiety and disenchantment 
regarding our life-place. I believe that in Western 
society, the dominant way in which we have adapted to 
control our angst is by dominating and controlling our-
selves and nature, and that the processes of development 
(including both the domestication of ~d nature and the 
Western practices of neo-colonialism ) are the primary 
means through which this need or desire for control has 
been exercised. 
If the processes of 'human development' exist in the 
cultivation of specific mental abilities, ·including espe-
cially the capacity towards abstract rationalization, then 
. the development of the natural world lies in its transfor-
mation into something which has been 'tamed,' 'or-
dered' and hence 'rationalized' by humans. Understood 
in this light, pollution and other manifestations of en-
vironmental degradation, including species extinction 
and loss of habitat, can be seeri not as 'by-products' of 
an improper or poorly managed developmental process, 
but rather as circumstances arising out of the historical 
will to control and dominate. In this way, the social and 
environmental crisis becomes not a crisis of political and 
economic conditions, but of our disembodied relations 
with each other and the world in which we exist. 
Approaches to the Crisis: Reform 
Environmentalism and Imagery of the Earth 
as Living Body 
Interestingly, our awareness of global environmental 
issues began with a concern for our bodily health. In the 
·sixties, at the start of the 'environmental mo.vement,' 
concerns regarding the human body resulted in an in-
creased interest iri a 'cleaner' living space. In order to 
help control our fear of toxic poisoning and death, and 
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yet still maintain our current way of life, strategies for 
further management of nature and the environment were 
implemented. It was in response to these kinds of issues, 
then, that reform environmentalism (manifested in the 
practices of resource conservation) formally originated. 
Currently, a primary model for approaching global 
resource conservation exists in the Gaia Hypothesis. 
According to its authors, James Lovelock and Lynn 
Margulis, the earth is a self-regulating (cybernetic) or-
ganism whose systems worlc in concert, striving to 
achieve a sense of global balance, or homeostasis. As 
Lovelock: ootes, however, human technological inter-
vention has begun to interrupt the earth's innate ability 
to self-regulate. Humans, therefore, are becoming what 
he sometimes r;p.rers to as "the brains and nervous system 
of the planet." 
Lovelock's way of seeing the planet is construed as 
revolutionary. Through his work, he has transformed our 
vision of the earth as a series of 'dead' and isolated 
geologic and biochemical phenomena, into a model 
which grants it the status of a living entity. According to 
Lovelock:, the earth has a kind of self-will that manifests 
itself in the ability to adjust and adapt, and, .hence, to 
survive. 
In spite of this new vision, the Gaia Hypothesis con-
tinues to embody the traditional discursive structures of 
the dominant Western paradigm. Lovelock's under-
standing of humans and nature is premised on the idea of 
the earth as an animate {albeit non-sentient) or-
ganism/body, whose destiny lies in the control 
mechanisms generated by the buman mind, and imple-
mented by the processes oftechnology. Thus, the idea of 
Gaia is still premised on the narrow and disembodied 
vision of the scientific mode of knowing and being: 
Lovelock might have altered the image we have of the 
earth, but he did not alter the way in which we uphold or 
interact with it. Lovelock simply borrowed the Greek 
notion of an earth goddess and fused it with the discour-
ses of cybernetics and general systems theory. 
Thus, as the Gaia hypothesis gees, just as .the human · 
bo.dy has essential organs, so does the earth have its own 
essential major regional ecosystems which cannot be 
removed or destroyed without inviting the collapse of the 
entire biosphere. Our task, as the controlling hand, is to 
accumulate enough scientific data to help determine and 
direct which portions of nature are necessary for ¢e 
continuous flow oflife (energy). 
The approaches and goals outlined by James Lovelock 
in his book Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth arc 
therefore analogous to those conditions which exist be-
tween patient and doctor in our Western system of medi-
cal health care. The earth has been diagnosed as being 
ill; therefore, it must be treated. However,just as Western 
style doctors in particular, and Western medical practices 
in general, do not, or cannot address the root causes of 
the patient's problems, neither does resource conserva-
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tion address the structural constraints which create the 
conditions of disease, or in this case, environmental 
exploitation. . 
Rather than attend to the individual circumstances of 
the patient's life-world, the Westerndoctorexaniines his 
or her ~lient outside of any context of their niode of . 
being: for the doctOr; the patient exists as an abstraction; 
·a system of classifications and categories incorporating 
a medical taxonomy. Understood in this manner,. the 
conditions of disease are often acceptable, or at least 
irrelevant, and the doctor's task becomes one of masking 
symptoms via the application of drugs, or perhaps everi 
surgery; In any case, the roots of the condition are rarely 
met with in a manner which would allow for a sense of 
quality of that life, or, often, a sense oflongterm, or even 
preventive health care. 
The . relationship between reform environmencilism 
and the 'natural world' is similarly marred by the prac-
tices of patient-doctor disassociation, except that rather 
·. than 'treat' natUre (although this is increasingly the case 
in what is now 'known as restoration ecology) reform 
environmentalists s~ak. of 'conserving nature.' Thus, 
· rather than address the line of thinking that assumes that 
-humans may quantify, objectify and manipulate living 
beings for human profit, economic or otherwise, reform 
environmentalists focus on, and point to, the problem of 
· which species and how much habitat should be con-
serve(l, in order that'we may continue to live in the 
manner to which we have grown accustomed. 
Just as the hegemony of Western medical practice 
prevents the doctOr from opening him or herself to the 
problematic conditions of their patient's existence, so too 
does the reso.urce conservationist demonstrate a general 
kind of existential disregard for the circumstances under-
lying nature.'s so-called disease. Within reform environ-
mentalism, changes to the conditions of social and en-
vironmental exploitation are therefore not immanent As 
seen in the Gaia Hypothesis; reform environmentalism 
fails to address the assumptions whiCh sustain. the idea 
that the 'body of the earth' and that the 'bodies of 
humankind' exist as objects, separate from the mind, and 
hence cultUre, of humarikind. Lovelock's idea for en-
vironmental reform does not confront the problems in-
herent in the Western will to control and dominate. On 
the contrary, his means towards resolVing environmental 
problems lies first with recognizing the ecological limitS 
to economic growth, and then making development sus-
tainable through better environmental management. 
Hence, the future vision of reform environmentalism is 
premised on a relationship in which humans and nature 
are technologically interconnected. Lovelock's work 
conjures up the image of an enormous cyborg: an en-
gineered entity whose ultimate purpose in life is to 
achieve an intraplanetary mode of geo~physiological 
stasis. · · 
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Towards a Critical Theory of Social Change: 
Envlronme11ta1 Thought, The Body and the 
Ideology of Anthropocentrlsm 
Not everyone shares the vision of the body, nature ·and 
life outlined by the dominant scien~c and economic · 
paradigm. In environmental thought, for example, the 
human body is believed to be an important element in 
understanding and experiencing the natural world; in-
deed, the body is considered neither a source of evil nor 
uncertain truth or knowledge, but rather as our living link 
with nature. 
In environmental thought, indi·viduals do not conceive 
of themselves aS being separate from or above nature, but 
rather continuous with it. In response to the global en-
vironmental crisis, they are therefore motivated by the 
· diminishment of their experience, which results from the 
destruction of both the beings with whom they live and 
the places within which they dwell. These beings and 
places create the smells, sounds, and feelings of their 
everyday life-world. Understood together, these sensual 
exJ?Criences constitute the. basis for knowing and under..: 
standing one's place in .relation to other humans and 
nature. Thus, environmental thought is not preoccupied 
with a concern for development (as is the case in reform 
environmentalism), but for our lost 'sense of place' that · 
arises from the processes of'developing.' 
In order to recapture our plclce in and as nature, en-
vironmental thought sees as its task challenging the 
cultural assumptions underlying our anthropocentric 
worldview. In this project, environmental thought tends 
to centre around the idea of the developme-nt of Western 
civilization, in terms of its representing the domestica-
tion of both humans and wild nature. Thus, critical per-
iods in Western history, often upheld as key stages in 
human advancement (for example, the origins of Greek 
philosophy ·and the scientific revolution) are viewed, 
within environmental t.llought, in a normative context in 
which they representthe progressive alienation (domes-
tication) of the human mind from both nature and the 
body. 
In the processes of domestication, the mind becomes 
increasingly detached from ~e body, and the body's way 
of knowing, because it has begun to rely on other means 
(culturally•generated) for knowing and being. According 
to John: Livingston, the distinction between humans and 
wild nature lies in the role of culture in our lives. Basi-
cally his argument is that whereas wild animals, too, have 
culture, for them it does not function as a kind of pros-
thesis; tha1As, it has not supplanted their 'biological mode 
ofbeing! . 
Although we can perhaps never know why it emerged, 
Livingston spetulates that the prostheSis had its origins 
in the development of both technology (such as the use 
of frre) and non-bioiogically based modes of social or-
ganization, which emerged in response to increases in . 
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human population. According to Livingston, our use of 
these·complex techniques of social control (for example, 
language) grew until we became dependent upon them, . 
and s·o they formed a kind of bubbl¢ or conceptual 
overlay between humans and wild nature; The prosthesis, 
. therefore, is what both distinguishes hulilans frOm wild 
nature, and prevents us from participating in that world. 
It is also an original source of the need tO control (as 
compensation for a different and lost way of being), and 
the means through which we are then able' to exercise this· 
need. · 
According to envirortmental thought, to abandon the 
prosthesis is to recapture a more embodied and hence · 
'whole' way of being. In contrast to the imagery of the 
dominant paradigm, the human body and nature, in en-
vironmental thought, are not construed as wild or unruly; 
rather, in concert with the mind, they ar~ consid~red 
experiential sources of a more compliant, 7· and there-
fore, non-hierarchal mode of being. The iask, in .their 
view,- i.s to deconstruct the cultural rift that currently 
exists between ihe mind and nattire, and the mind and 
body. As Livingston putS forth, we need to embrace a 
view of 'culturing,' that will oblige " .. not on1y man {sic] 
the prostheti~ domesticate but also man the whole sen-
sate being."2 · · 
Women, BOdies and Nature: Ecofemlnlsm and 
the Crisis of Androcentri.sm . 
. . 
which separated itself from nature, and the realm of the 
physical, and that it is the male way of being in the worid 
that is responsible for both t,he idea and practice of a gap 
between the mind and the body. 
Whereas ~~vironmental thought and ecofeminism 
share a concern over mind-body dualism, and dualistic 
·thinking in general, they do not agree as to how these 
· dualisms are rooted and manifested. Along with fem-
inists, ecofeminists share the view that, histOrically, wo-
men have been treated as sexual objects: pieces of meat 
with either no mincJs orpoorly developed ones. Thus, like 
nature, women have been essentialized and trivialized in 
accordance with the want$ and needs of our patriarchal 
society. This position is meant neither to deny the par-
ticipation of women in the history of social and ecologi-
cal decay, nor is ·it meant to subsume the views of 
environmental thought. Ecofeminists are concerned that 
just as patriarchy weaves its way throughout our culture, 
so does it endure in the streams of environmental phil-
osophy; rather than continue to let men speak for them, 
ecofeminists seek to give voice to their OWn histo~cal 
reality. 
The circumstances surrounding the social conditions 
of women have differed from those of men in· much of 
our Western history'. For ecpfeminists, these differences 
require divergent responses to the ctjsis. in accordance 
with how it )las been experienced, and therefore, how it 
is to be defin.ed. Although this has recently .been chang-
. . ing, during the past few centuries, women have been kept 
Ecofeminism is an umbrella term covering a wide . awayfrompositionsofpowerandclosertothe'domestic 
rarige of approaches and concerns pertaining to the an- sphere,' in roles associated with more of an 'embodied' 
droce·ntric domination of women and Qature by men. In existence,such as having and caring for children. ·In light 
accordance with an androcentric world view, differences of the historical situation of women, many ecofemini$ 
betweenthe mind and. body and culture and riature .are donot--becausetheycarmot--sharewithenvironmental 
not only distinguished as being morally, politically and thought the view that it is everyone's task to dismantle 
ethically appropriate, but are said to manifest themselves his or her ego, and to re-acquaint his or her mind with 
in the differences between women and men. Thus, in the their body, so that society may deconstruct anthropo-
case of androcentrism, men represent the mind, and centrism, and hopefulJy, as well; the prosthesis. As Marti 
women (because they . give birth and menstruate) the · Kheel delineates: "Whereas the anthropocentric world-
body and nature. Since Western. culture is biased against view perceives humans as the .centre or apex of the 
the realm of the physical, men are therefore seen as the natural world, the androcentri.c analysis suggests that this 
subjects, ang women and natun< as"the objects of their world view is unique to men .... women's identities, unlike 
domination. 9 · . . men's, have not been es~blished through their elevation 
The major difference between an anthropocentric and over the natural world." 1 In other words, ecofeminists 
an androcentric worldview is that social and ecological are less preoccupied with notions of deconstructing rela-
problems stemming from within the contex~ of andro- · tions of domination amongst themselves, and between 
centrism~ carmot be understood outside of an analysis of . themselves and nature, because they believe that these 
the historical roots of misogyny .. Thu~. in their attempt . · forees played less of a role in the historical formation of 
to understand and -move away from our anthropocentric women's identities. 
tendencies, discussions within ·environmental thought U most ecofeminists agree with this analysis of the 
have centred around the historical drive to disassociate · differences between anthropocentrism and androcen- · 
the mind from the body. In environmental thought, these trism, they do not necessarily converge on how they . 
embodied goals and circumstances have been unaffected should proceed: within the discourses of ecofeminism,. 
by gender, and are therefore evenly expressed through- thereexisttwomajorstreams whiGhcanbedistinguishcd 
out our entire society. Ecofeminists, however, disagree. by the view each holds of the rol~ of the human body in 
They believf! that for the most pari. it is the mate30 mind 
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achieving an alternative foundation for a less oppressive 
society. · 
Certainly, the most 'popular' form of ecofeminism is 
that which has its roots in radical cultural feminism, and 
w~ich, therefore, has ties with both the women's spir-
ituality movement.and neo-paganism. Radical cultural 
·ccofcminists believe.that because women are capable of 
giving birth, that they are therefore privy to a special way 
of knowing; one that is intimately tied to the rhythms of 
nature. Accordif1 to radical cultural feminists, these 
'body parables' are appropriate images for a society 
that wishes to recapture a sense of harmony with nature. 
Ecofcminist Starllawk writes: "When birth becomes our 
underlying metaphor ... the world shifts. 1be cosmos be-
comes a living body in which we all participate, coy-
tinually merging and emerging in rhythmic cycles." 3 
Radical cultural ecofeminists are therefore interested in 
. re-affirming their connection to their bodies, and nature, 
in a social community that will not enforce upon them 
any stereotypical notion of mind (men) over body (wo-
men). 
The second major stream within ecofeminism has its 
roots in socialist feminism. For socialist ecofeminists, 
the devaluation of women has been closely linked with 
the devaluation of the human body; issues pertaining to 
embodiment must therefore be dealt with cautiously. In 
response to the global social and ecological crisis, so-
cialist ecofeminists are mo(C concerned with decon-
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structing the historical forces surrounding the domina-
tion of women and other oppressed peoples, than they 
are with re-es~ishing a more 'spiritual' or 'embodied' 
mode of being. They therefore uphold a view of society 
that is free of relations of domination, and yet somehow 
is still yremised on the idea of a sustainable mater-
ialism.3 · 
With respect to their understanding of the problems of 
our human embodiment. each of the two major streams 
is lacking. In exploring ways of bodily knowing and 
being, radical cultural feminists limit themselves to the 
realm of 'mothering'; there are many other ways in 
which women can feel connected to nature outside of the 
processes of reproduction and child-rearing. Secondly. 
whereas the strength of socialist ecofeminism lies in the 
emphasis it places on understanding how social and 
cultural circumstances lead to conditions of exploitation 
in Western culture, the worlc: of socialist ecofeminists 
continues to frame nature and the body solely in terms of 
their value as providers of the 'materi.al' base of society. 
Socialist ecofeminism therefore further perpetuates a 
reified and detached mode of embodied being. 
Conclusions 
Although not always specified, the human body clearly 
plays an important role in the thoughts and assumptions 
underlying ~uch of our post-modem ideology.. In this 
paper I have attempted to introduce the idea that there are 
different modes of embodied being, and that these dif-
ferent modes have implications for how we organize 
ourselves in relation to nature, and within society. 
Currently, our system of social relations· is premised on 
the need to control and dominate the human body. Out 
of this desire to govern our bodies. emerges, however. a 
cultural mode of being that repudiates our human need 
to 'belong' in the world, and to participate in nature. 
Efforts within critical social change which include a 
concern for the body can therefore be understood in 
terms of representing a movement towards anew cultural 
base; one in which humans do not use culture as a tool to 
manipulate the world, but to live through iL This view of 
culture is simultaneously inherently emancipatory, while 
nonetheless premised on a kind of belonging or 'social 
membership' in our inter-species community. , 
In this project. the continued exploration of our pri-
. mary modes of 'knowing' and 'being' becomes neces-
sary. The social conditions of our embodied existence, 
are, however, as complex as they are profound: we must 
each, therefore. begin this exploration from our point of 
reference; from our own particular position in Western 
society. In this way. the unfolding of the Western condi-
tions of cultural constraint will be aided not just through 
a theoretical examination of the dominant assumptions 
we hold regarding our bodies; rather, we will, at the same 
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time, begin to open ourselves to experiencing the ecology 
of our bodily being. 
When we start to feel both the harm we may be inflict-
ing on each other, as well as any hann we may be 
receiving, it then becomes possible to at least acknow-
ledge the nihilism in our society. In the effort towards an 
alternatively embodied vision of life, it seems that we 
must pemaps first disclose our existential pain before we 
can move away from both the prosthesis and the crisis of 
despair, and tow~ a more celebratory mode of being. 
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Law As If Nature Mattered 
by Tzeporah Berman 
Woe to him who creeps through the serpent windings · 
of utilitarianism. 
This quotation, taken out of context, seems to reveal 
an understanding or recognition of the worth of objects 
(animate or inanimate) apart from human use. Ironically, 
Kant goes on to promote an essentially anthropocentric 
ideal of moral worth. This paradox, characterised by the 
recognition of the inherent worth of nature and wildlife, 
and yet an inability to allow these values to be manifest 
in human communities, continues today and is apparent 
throughout various disciplines: law, philosophy,literary 
criticism, cultural geography and others. In legal theory 
· and environmental ethics this controversy has centred 
around the question of 'rights,' essentially illustrated by 
tw<;> questions: 1) Does the 'environment> havdnherent 
worth or intrinsic value and, if so, 2) Could it be a legal 
rights holder? · 
Ultimately, these questions address criticisms of 'deep 
ecology,' a philosophy which promotes an ecocentric or 
holistic viewpoint, but which many people feel cannot be 
translated from metaphysics into 'action.' This paper 
attempts to address these questions through a ·discussion 
of rights, environmental ethics and deep ecology, and an 
effort to reveal how and why these values could: and 
should be manifest in Canadian law. The proposed En-
vironmental Bill of Rights for Ontario will be used as a 
concrete example of~ow law can be used as a mechanism 
for proactive social change. 
Deep Ecology 
One of.the major critiques of contemporary environ-
mentalism and environmental law has been their 'piece-
meal' and reactive approach to pollution and environ-
mental degradation. In contrast, the deep ecology ap-
proach promotes a recognition of the interdependence of 
humans and the biotic system, and through this recogni-
tion and increased ecological conscious~ess, a preventa-
tive approach to environmental issues. As SU;Ch, deep 
ecologists ask 'deeper' questions than conventional en-
vironmentalists or environmental policy-makers and 
through this questioning attempt to foster an ecological 
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consciousness which rejects the prominent assumption 
of human self-importance. 
1be term 'deep ecology• was coined in 1972 by Nor-
wegian philosopher Arne Naess who has devel~ sev-
eral fundamental principles of the philosophy. Essen-
tially, Naess believes that deep ecology reflects a "demo-
cracy of the biosphere," a metaphysical account of the 
world which places humans in the greater scheme of 
things and recognizes the inherent value of nature inde-
pendent of its usefulness to humans.4 This contrasts 
directly with the polemic, even adversarial world view 
which regards humans as "isolated from the rest of 
Nature, ~ superior to, and in charge of, the rest of 
creation." The underlying assumption then, is that the 
. non-human world, wildlife, wilderness~ ecosystems and 
the continuing healthy functioning of the environment 
are all intrinsically significant. This point has been the 
focus of many debates because it is essentially a spiritual 
and internal understanding ~aking it difficult to relate 
through conventional discourse due to its intangible and 
unquantifiable nature. Consequently, many deep eco-
logists have unintentionally fallen back on a utilitarian 
argument by asserting that without a functioning ecosys-
tem there will be no life and therefore no people. For our 
purposes we will assume that nature pos~esses a value 
apart from that conferred by humans and what is being 
argued is whether or not the acknowledgment of these 
values means that nature can be given moral standing 
equivalent to that of humans. 
12 
Bill Devall and George Sessions, in their book Deep 
Ecology: Living as ifNature Mattered, posit that "deep 
ecology goes beyond a limited piecemeal ~hallow ap-
proach to environmental problems and attempts to articu-
late a comprehensive religious and philosophical world 
view. "6 They also note that although the philoSophy 
should be internal and spiritual, "it should focus on ways 
of cultivating ecological consciousnfss and on principles 
for public environmental policy." And further that, 
"certain outlooks on politics an~ public policy flow nat-
urally from this consciousness." This may be so, but the 
question arises as to how we are to foster this type ·of 
dialogue in politics and policy decisions. And, in addi-
tion, do we not need some type of vehicle to promote this 
deeper questioning of our world view, and a medium to 
express the results? Furthermore, if law can be used as a 
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medium, what are the legal implications of ecocentric 
values? 
The prescription for change and the inclusion of 
ecological rights proposed within this paper are not rep-
resentative of deep ecological viewpoints. Deep 
ecologists do not suppon the 'sacred' individualism 
prevalent in Western society, to which rights-based 
theories are linked. Instead, they put forward the notions 
of interdependence and interconnectedness. They . 
propose that if we identify with nature, indeed with all 
life, to the extent that we cannot separate it from the 
notion of self, then we would not need to assign rights. 
Rather, such internalization· of ecology would motivate 
us to defend the earth as our very selves. "I am that part 
of the rainforest protecting myself."9 Thus deep 
ecologists do not necessarily agree with the widespread 
idea that by attending to individual rights (whether they 
be human, animal or natural rights) we can build a sane 
ecological society. 
Deep ecology ha.S been introduced in an effort to reveal 
the need for a 'deeper' questioning than can be seen in 
conventional environmentalism or current environmen-
tal policy. Ultimately, the dialogue created through this 
questioning and the introduction of an ecocentric value 
system akin to that presented by deep ecologists, repre-
sents the initial shift away from conventional value sys-
tems. It is possible that our systems of law can be used 
as a transitional medium towards the true recognition of 
the inherent worth of nature and wildlife in human com-
munities. 
Law As a Medium 
Contemporary environmental legislation reflects a u-
tilitarian viewpoint--the protection of nature not for its 
own sake but for the sake of human use.10 This structure 
evolves from the anthropocentric nature of law: "law 
exists for the ordering of human societies" .and is fun-
darrientfPY composed of social contracts between human 
beings. 1 The paradoxical question that surfaces, is 
again quite clear: iflaw is inherently anthropocentric, is 
it possible to incorporate non-anthropocentric values into 
this system? Some argue that it is not only possible but 
it is indeed necessary. 
Law is the product of an evolving process ... [ahd as 
such] ... reflects issues important to society and a 
selection among alternatives with ideology the 
screening mechanism. As belief systems change 
political goals change, and therewith laws are recast 




If law is the product of an evolving process, and it is 
recognized that environmental degradation ~ an issue 
that is important. to contemporary society, 1 it would 
follow then that the new realities to which law must be 
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cast are a recognition of ecocentric values. However, the 
question as to whether this is possible in an anthro-
pocentric system still remains. 
Philip Elder argues that, "since all of law is human 
construct, it follows that we can identify any matter of 
concern and legislate about it, if we want to."14 HQw-
ever, Elder also argues that legislation through·conven-
tionallaw and ethics can achieve sufficient environmen-
tal protection, and furthermore, that law will always 
reflect a utilitarian and anthropocentric bias. Conversely 
Goldstein and Giagnocavot argue that while previous 
environmental legislation has seemed progressive, "in 
practice it has ~orne nothing more than 'costly legitima-
tion projects." They go on to note t11at in policy dev-
elopment and in the courts, environmental concerns are 
not considered equally with economic or development 
considerations. In addition, Paul Emond points out that, 
"The [current] legislation is utilitarian.:.it lf~ks vi-
sion ... pollution is rationalized and,.;.Iegalized." Does 
it not follow then that what is needed is proactive legis-
lation which attempts to move away from the narrow 
anthropocentric bias inherent in our legal system rather 
than reactive short-term and costly negligible remedies? 
By couching environmental protection in utilitarian 
terms, are we legitimizing a system of discourse which 
in tum structures. human thought, and may impede pro-
tective efforts and pei'Sonal realization of deep ecological 
values? 
Goldstein and Giagnocavot propose that what is actual-
ly needed is a rethinking of our value systems and not 
legal remedies. They go on to note that the only way 
deep ecology can be integrated into oursociety is through 
an internal, metaphysical procesHvhich leads to spiritual 
enlightenment and local actions. However, if we inject 
ecocentric values into the law, is it not a catalyst for a 
re-evaluatipnof our values, and decision-making proces-
ses? A recognition o{ other values may lead the way to 
a more progressive common law even if it-is inevitable 
that these values be assessed through an anthropocentric 
veil. · 
In a sense, law could play a transitional role, cultivating 
a relationship between traditionally polemfc interests, 
until a.greater understanding and ecological conscious-
ness surfaces. The extension of' rights' to natUre and the 
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assigning of intrinsic value to all elements of the bio-
sphere will create a dialogue which will quite literally 
make policy makers and the courts ask 'deeper' ques-
tions. This questioning represents the first step towards 
a recognition of ecological ethics in decision-making. 
Christopher Tribe concurs with this view when he 
notes that, 
As those conceptions, experiences and ends evolve 
through the processes made possible by a legal and 
constitutional framework for choice, the framework 
itself ... may be expected to change as well. 
And further that, 
... to make commitments without destroying free-
dom is to live by principles that are capable of 
evoluVrn as we change· in the process of pursuing 
them. , . 
Tribe goes on to note that an attempt to integrate 
ecological values into law would lead to a better de-
cision-making process. He notes that in the contem-
porary legal system we have very little 'freedom of 
choice' as the decision-making process is restricted by 
the values it includes. IJl order to have a full choice and 
a balancing of interests we need to balance ecological 
rights with human rights, wants and needs. In short, what 
is being argued is that the ends are shaped by the ques-
tions .that are asked, and that the inclusion of ecoiogical 
values into the law will affect the people involved in the 
process through a development of new attitudes which 
may lead to personal enlightenment. This concept dif-
fers greatly from deep ecology, as deep ecological theor-
ists would not argue for rights based prescriptions for 
change within contemporary society or the present legal 
system. · 
One of the most prominent arguments against the 
inclu.sion of ecological values into the legal system i~ that 
our decision-making mechanisms are not set up to incor-
porate these 's_oft' concerns. · 
[V]ariously described as fragile, intangible or un-
quantifiable, these values have been widely thought 
to possess peculiar features making them intrinsi-
cally resistant to inclusion along with such allegedly 
"har?" con~erns f~ technical feasibility and eco-
nomtc effictency. 
Although it is true that (what Tribe refers to as) "soft" 
data (ecological values) are harder for decision-makers 
to justify in strict and 'objective' legal terms, it can be 
seen that it is not the nature of the data that is at fault but 
the structure of the decision-making system itself. For 
example, in legal, political and ~cohomic decision-mak-
ing, ecological concerns are generally considered under 
the term "externalities" -something that is outside of and 
separate from the 'core' or tangible concerns. Further, 
the arduous and somewhat daunting task that the in-
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elusion of these values represents does not reflect an 
inability of non-monetarized values to be applied to an 
· analytical methodology but the, "universal difficulty of 
choosing among incommensurables, a difficulty that can 
be obscured but never wholly eliminated by any method 
of decision-making. "20 Without an incorporation of 
these values into the law; economic concerns may con-
tinue to play a very large role as the conflicts continue to 
be illustrated by human to human grievances. Generally, 
the environment itself is lost sight of in "a quanti!ftive 
compromise between two conflicting interests." In 
order for the environment to be considered equally with 
other values, it must given the status and respect that 
other interest generate. · What is needed, is a vehicle in 
which these values are to be manifest and which will 
spUrn. progressive dialogue and respect Many authors 
(though not deep ecologists) have argued that extending 
legal "rights" to nature will serve this purpose. 
Rights for Nature · 
A comprehensive discussion of the 'rights' continuum, 
from moral and practical rights through to legal rights, is 
beyond the scope of this paper. For this reason the 
following discussion will be limited to a deliberation on 
the meaning and use of legal rights. 
Humans confer legal rights by virtue of a decision 
made by the courts or those who have the authority to 
make laws.22 Generally, rights have some connection to 
a moral or ethical code and command respect for the 
rights holder. Ronald Dworkin notes that · 
Rights are important moral principles which lead to 
decisions which enhance the dignity and indepen-
dence of the right -holder even when these decisions 
ma~be contrary Wpolitical or economic expedien-
cy. 
Furthermore, rights may also create a balance between 
competi2.f interests as well as initiate dialogue and dis-
cussion. Many 'neo-rights' advocates see 'rights' as a 
process which allows debate, conversation and a re-
evaluation of our value system. In addition, feminist 
authors have noted from the experience of the women's 
rights movement that rights discourse and rights claims 
can help develop a political CffSCiousness and play a 
powerful role in social reform. Essentially, advocates 
of legal rights for social reform see rights as a means to 
articulate new values and political visions. 
Christopher Stone, an early proponent of the 'rights to 
nature' argument, notes that the context governs how 
values and ideas will be understood; law has respect and 
rights incur responsibility, therefore it is necessary to 
place ecocentric values m th~law to encourage new ways 
of thinking and evaluating. Douglas Fisher concurs 
with this view when he argues that, "[I]tis the conception 
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of the environment itself that 
governs the nature· of an ~¥­
vironmentallegal system." 
Subsequently, it is argued 
that if the environment had a 
'right,' wliich necessitated hu-
man responsibility and recog-
. nition of the intrinsic value of 
ecosystems, this would pro-
vide an incontro'2irtible basis 
for protecting it. Stone has 
argued that this extension of 
rights to the environment is a 
natural step in the evolution of 
morality $1d law. He cites 
Darwin's Descent of Man in 
which the observation is made 
that "man's [sic] moral devel-
opment has been a progressive 
extension of the objects of his 
soci% instincts and sympath-
ies." He argues that the ex-
tension of rights to all races, 
women, children and those 
thought to be 'disabled' de-
picts the evolution of law in 
our society. At one point. all 
of these groups were though& 
of as "objects" for man's3 
usc. Slowly society has come 
to confer rights to these 
groups, and from these rights 
a new respect has evolved 
which wa~ previously "un-
thinkable." 1 Until the right-
less thing receives its rights, 
we cannot see it as anything 
but a thing for use by "us"--
those who are holding the 
rights at the time. Consequently there is resistance to the 
idea of extending rights to nature as it is "unthinkable" 
to the mainstream·. This .resistance will remain until the 
environment can be valued for itself. This again raises 
the question as to why we should recognize the intrinsic 
value of nature. The Canadian Environmental Law Re-
search Foundation has argued that, "without an environ-
ment capable of su~yorting the human race, all other 
rights arc useless." Notwithstanding the anthropo-
centric nature of this argument, it is nevertheiess com-
pelling. · 
Present! y, systems oflaw confirm rights on beings who 
are not capable of understanding themselves to be bear-
ers of 1Jhts--small children, the severely retarded and 
insane. There are also currently many inanimate 
rights-holders: f2rporations, municipalities, joint ·ven-
tures and trusts. Th~se right holders are not capable of 
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making claims against others or demanding to be granted 
what they are entitled to: guardians or agents do this for 
them. Stone has argued that this concept can be equally 
applied to the environment and that there already exist 
numerous agencies in a position to act as 'guardians,' for 
example: Friends of the Earth, Pollution Probe, Sierra 
Clubj and th~ Canadian Environmental Law Associa-
tion. 5 The guardian would be able to raise the en-
vironment's rights in its name (i.e. to have legal standing) 
without having to prove that their members (or personal) 
rights were violated. Stone also notes that, 
The guardian concept too would provide the en-
dangered natural object with what the trustee in 
bankruptcy provides the endangered corporation: a 
continuous supervision over a period of time, with 
a consequent deeper understanding of a broad range 
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of the ward's p~blem~, notju~.the.proJ>Jems pre-
sent in one particular ptece ofliugation. 
Essentially Stone is suggesting that by allowing the 
natural environment to have rights, the realization of 
these rights through guardians could effectuate class 
actions. Class actions are, "brought on by an individual 
on behalf of a su~tan_tlal number of othe~ ~Jlj similar 
claims - settled m a smgle court proceeding. 
Stone notes that there are many interests represented 
in environmental problems. For example, in the case of 
a contaminated lake there could be cottagers, anglers, 
tourists, natives and those dependent on drinking water. 
In the contemporary legal structure these riparian inter-
ests would be weighed with the cost to the polluter. 
However, if we allow the natural object, the lake, to prove 
damages, 
... we in effect make the natural object, through its 
guardian, a jural entity competent to gather up these 
fragmented and otherwise unrepresented damage 
claims, and press them before the court even where, 
for legal or practical reasons, the~ are n~t ~oinJ&to 
be pressed by traditional class acnon plamnffs. 
It is possible that the extension of rights to the environ-
ment may reflect many of the perceived benefits of class 
actions--alleviating funding problems, allowing com-
munities ~o organize and alleviating the "floodgates" 
problem.3 Simon Chester notes that it is important to 
have substantive rights before initiating a class action. In 
addition, it has been noted that class action reform in the 
United States has resulted in a modest record of success 
for environmentalists.40 It appears as though the utility 
of class· actions is limited if the underlying values in-
herent in the decision-making process remain the same. 
By changing the decision criteria, the introd~ction of 
environmental rights into the legal system w1ll enable 
class actions to be successful. 
One of the fundamental criticisms of Stone and indeed 
of deep ecology lies in the application of the guardian 
concept. Who decides what is right for the environment? 
How can a guardian judge the needs of an ecosystem? 
Stone posits that natural objects can visibly.com~unicate 
their needs--if 1: plant turns brown and wtthers It needs 
to be watered. 1 However, others have noted that the 
defmi lion of what is good for the environment still com~ 
from the body largely responsible for its degradation. 
It is therefore obvious that we cannot fully remove our-
selves from our own anthropocentric bias, it is essentially 
anthropocentric for deep ecologists to believe th~ ~~Y 
know what is best for the environment, even If It IS 
cloaked in ecocentric terms. Given present societal con-
ditions, recognizing the rights of nature will not free us 
from our own anthropocentric entrapment nor will it 
guarantee the protection of the environment ~owever, 
does this mean we should not attempt to recogruze other 
values and incorporate them into a more progressive 
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body of environmental legislation? If rights do indeed 
create dialogue, environmental rights will force us to 
consider giving nature moral worth and to regard the 
earth as something with value which is separate from our 
utilization of it Through this dialogue, it is possible to 
attain a better spiritual understanding of ou~lves in 
nature. 
Further criticisms of the application of this concept 
stem from the ambiguity of the exact nature of environ-
mental interests which are to be protected. If we are 
taking ecocentric values into account does this mean that 
nothing can be done to alter the environment in any way? 
In an extreme example, does this mean a community 
could not drain swamp land for agriculture because it 
would be affecting mosquito habitat? The crux of the 
problem is readily apparent: the line must be draw_n 
somewhere. Humans are going to have an effect on thelf 
environment and the guardian concept does essentially 
involve a projectionofhuman values onto the ecosystem. 
Stone proposes that "to say the environment should have 
rights is not t:P say that it should have every right we can 
imagine .... ,.4 Tribe also notes that recognizing rights 
does not mean that they have absolute prio.rity over 
conflicting human claims.44 Clearly, it would be neces-
sary to have a ranking of values and interests on a c~e 
by case basis. However, it is conceivable that a heav1er 
weighting of environmental criteria would ensue f~m a 
recognition of ecocentric values and a balance of mter-
ests may be found. 
Current Approaches 
Aldo Leopold has argued for the extension of a land 
ethic which realizes the inherent value of nature and 
humanity's place in it; it is an ecological nece$Sity and 
in tum renects individual responsibility. for the heal~ of 
the land. This theory depicts a guardian concept Sim-
ilar to that fostered by Stone. Many authors have made 
reference to the proposed Enviroruilental Bill of Rights 
for Ontario (hereinafter called the bill) on similar 
grounds. The current draft bill gives ."the peop~e of 
Ontario ~e right to a healthy and sustainable envi~~­
ment..." Swaigcn and Woods have noted that 1t IS 
possible that what is needed is nol "rights." but .a duty to 
avoid harming the environment 7 If the envrronment 
were to have rights which necessitate human respon-
sibilities, all costs would be considered equally. Eco-
logical rights and human responsibilities put the is.sue of 
environmental quality on the table to be considered 
equally with other values now crowding the a~enda: 
economic prosperity, civil liberties and property nghts. 
In the proposed bill, rights are given to humans for 
environmental quality, therefore treating the environ-
ment as an object The question arises as to whether the 
bill will --as the Environment Minister, the Honourable 
Ruth Grier proposes, "grant every individual in the 
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province specific environmental tights and provide a proposed bill the human plaintiff may be paid damages 
framework within which individuals can act "l/ respon- but the full cost oflegal damage to the natural object may 
sible manner to protect their environment" Will it . · not be considered. If the bill were to include ecological 
instead essentially legi~ize environmental exploita- values this might ensure a more .balanced decision-mak- ·1 
tion? Given that the bill will enable the public to par- . ing and a preferable measure of damages applied to a 
· ticipate much more easily through legal "standing'i in the purpose related to the suit For example, a developer 
.courts, -it seems as though this will increase environmen- who is fo1.ind guilty of destroying a wetland could by 
tal protection. However, if the underlying value system r:equired to ensure the preser:Vation of another wetland 
remains the same, will the decisions that are made be . elsewhere. · · 
different? And fu addition; dOes the right to enter the Under the bill a human could have "standing" (without 
legal forum me+m that the Pllblic will affect the decisions having to prove personal injury) . and s~r an invasion 
that aie'made? · of their right to "environmental quality." However, if 
Swaigen and Woods have concluded from the United a human could gain standing to argue that the activity 
States experience that the "judicial utili-zation of environ- . . was injurious to the environment and not their" environ-
mental rights legislation hW not, to date, met the expec- mental ·quality," a· more thorough and preventative ap-
tations ofits prciporients."4 This is in part due tothe fact pi"oach to environmental quality might be achieved. 
that the rightto environmental quality has not been taken In short, the proposed Environmental Bill of Rights for 
as a substantive right, which necessitates equal con- .Ontario has been used ·here as an example of how the 
sideration with other rights or ensures a balanced de- conceptofintrinsicvalueandenvironmentalrightscould 
· cision-maJdng process. Having the ~ght to sue does not be applied within the Canadian legal system and of the 
necessarily mean that one has the right to an advan- benefits that would ensue. 
tageous· decision. However, a heavier weighting of en- Due to the ambiguous nature of the Constitution. Act, 
vironmental criteria cannot necessarily_ be given within 1982, and its predecessor the British North America 
our existing value system. In addition, even if a fav- Act,l867,thedivisionofpowersbetweentheprovincial 
ourable decision is reached, who is regarded as a ben- and federal governments is unclear. As such. similar . 
eficiary?. Under legislation which only allows for human· provi¥ons could also be enacted by the federallegisla-
tohumangrievances, theenvironmentwill~~tnecessari- tutes. 2 In some situations, where environmental in-
ly be made the beneficiary oflegal awards. Under the fraction crosses provincial boundaries, it is necessary to 
.I 
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have a Federal Bill Indeed, in New Zealand, similar 
legislation has already been enacted which recognizes 
the intrinsic values of ecosystems under the Enxiron-
ment Act, 1986 and the Conservation Act, 1987. On · 
evaluating the success of the New Zealand legislation, 
Caldwell notes that although the meaning of 'intrinsic 
value' is unclear and contentious, the emergence of this 
tenn in the mainstream represents a fundamental para-
digm shift and has enabled s~itic reference to be made 
to explicitly ecological ideas. . 
The New Zealand application of ecological values may 
be seen as a more preferable avenue than anEnvironmen-
. tal Bill of Rights as it overcomes the limitations . and 
· difficulties of anthropocentric "rights" discourse while 
instigating dialogUe and a recognition of environmental 
worth In a similar vein, non-govenunental working 
groups l0osely affiliated with the United Nations As-
.sociation, are currently working on a global "Earth Char- · 
ter" to be discussed at the Earth Summit in Brazil in June 
1992. The Charter is to be a document similar to the 
Canadian Chatter of Rights and Freedoms although its 
ratification process. ano utility remain to be seen. Sim-
ilarly, it is currently unknown whether this doc~flent will 
contain an anthropocentric or ecocentric bias. What is 
interesting however, is· the idea of an 'Earth Charter' 
similar to the Canadian Charter of Rights and· Free-
doms. It is possible that this concept could be enacted 
on a federal level as an amendment to the Canadian 
Constitution. 
The enactment of a binding charter on the federal level 
which explicitly stated the character of our relationship 
with the environment and the responsibility which that 
relationship entails, would have far reaching ramifica-
tions for eiwironmental quality. Succinctly put, an En-
• vironmental Charter within the Canadian Constitution 
would affect every Canadian statute and im~act all fed-
eral and provincial Govenunental action. 6 Constitu-
tional provisions give permanency to an idea, as well as 
"bear a mantle of authority and legitimacy uncommon to 
ordinary legislation." In addition, environmental pro-
visions in the OJnstitution "transcend prevailing social 
conditi~~ to govern the decisions. of generations to 
come.... . However, the extremely complex procedure 
for amendment makes this initiative seem unlikely in the 
near future. An amendment must not only be passed by 
· the House of Com1llons and the Senate, but Jl.lUst also be 
agreed u~r in the Legislatures of two-thirds of the 
provinces. In light of the Meech Lake fiasco and the 
current Constitutional negotiations, this process is any-
thing but alluring. 
Law As If Nat.ure Mattered 
Our society has moved from local garbage and con-
tamination problems to global wanning, acid ~in, and 
ozone depletion.· For problems of this magnitude does it 
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not make more sense to evaluate our ethics, values and 
our legal system in an ecocentric way and to realize that 
we .are only · one component of the biosphere? Can 
'piecemeal' anthropocentric environmental "solutions" · 
ameliorate global problenis? 
Many have criticized this piecemeal "environmental-
ist" approach to contemporary problems while praising 
·environmental ethics for addressing the systemic roots 
of our current environmental situation. However, won't 
these twQ areas--ecological theory and proactive social 
change, remain polemic without an attempt to integrate 
them? · · 
In summary, this paper has attempted to illustrate the 
inherent conflict between environmental philosophy and 
traditional legal structures. Alternately, an effort has 
been made to reflect on· the possibility of, arid indeed the 
need for, the integration of these concepts. Currently the 
environment itself is a legal non-entity, and policy is 
developed in an arena devoid ofindcpendently repre-
. sented environmental interests. In addition, legislation 
for protection of the environment is drafted through a 
utilitari.an and inherently anthropocentric :veil. The type 
of legislative change pr:oposed in this paper will instil a 
more accurate view of reality into our social contracts--a 
recognition of the interdependence of humans and the 
natural world. 
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Musical Voices: Women's Music· in Canada as 
"Situated Knowledges" · 
by JoanTU Nonnekes 
Music allows us to grieve together, to laugh together, 
to. cry together, to grow together. 
Heather Bishop 
Music is one important cultural medium in which 
issues relevant to a particular time are explored. It is a 
pcipular medium which allows for exploration in a very 
personal and contextual way. lbis paper explores the 
music of five Canadian singer.:songwriters from a soc-
ialist feminist perspective, as defined by Donna Haraway 
and Sandra Harding. I spent the summer of 1990 attend-
ing several folk festivals in Southern Ontario and one in 
Michigan, listening to the music of, and interviewing, 
five Canadian women singer-songwriters: · Heather 
Bishop, Faith Nolan, Marie-Lynn Hammond, Connie · 
Kaldor, and Susan Belyea.1 My objectives included 
' looldng at the ways in which their music acted as a means 
for social change and looking at how the issues they dealt 
with reflected~ described and created new kinds ofknow-
ledg~ based on their particular historical experiences. I 
use the theory of Sandra Harding and Donna Haraway to 
interprettheseexpressionsofthelivesofwomenbecause 
I think it sheds light on how women's musiC, as a cultural 
form, is different from traditional folk music, and creates 
an everyday knowledge of the experiences of women in 
Canadian society. Underlying this researeh is an ex-
ploration of the ways in which social change around 
relationships of domination are prevalent in a patriarchal 
society. 
While I find ecofeminist literature very fascinating, · 
and very important in critiques of Western relationships 
with the natural environment, I fmd some inherent flaws 
in the assumptions of the "natural" connection between 
women and nature. However, rather than delve into my 
critiques of ecofeminism, I wish to present the theories 
or critiques ofecofeminism thatcamemorefrom the area 
of socialist feminist literature and critiques of science. 
Feminist critiques by Sandra Harding and Donna 
Haraway hold a creative and transforming vision of 
knowledge creation which involves localizing know-
ledge, speaking from an experiential rather than a scien-
tific perspective, and embodying objectivity, where there 
is a relationship between knowing and being. lbis paper 
explores pieces. of their work which elucidate the ways 
in which social change might be possible in the relation-
ship between human and non-human nature and other . 
re~tionships of social dom.i_nation. I use the concepts of 
"fractured identities" and "partial perspectives" as 
presented by these authms, to look at the ways in which 
·women's music in Canada is a vehicle for social change 
around some of these issues. I attempt to show the ways · 
in which I feel Canadian women singer-songwriters are 
reinventing the world. They speak out of their own 
experience and within a particular historical context, and 
challenge the assumptions in our society about gender, 
race, class, sexuality, and nature. Each woman addresses 
different issues depending on her particular experience 
of the world, speaking or 'seeing' from a particular 
perspective. In this way they expose and challenge as- · 
sump~ons, bring people together to share experiences, · 
and create possibility for new realities. 
Feminist postmodernism is one feminist epistemology 
that Sandra H~ing elucidates in The Science Question 
in Feminism. " Along with "such intellectual move-
ments as semiotics, deconstruction. psychoanalysi~ 
structuralism, .archaeology/genealogy, and nihilism" 
she says feminists are critical of universalizing claims 
"about the existence, nature, and powers of reason, pro-
gress, science, language and the subject/self." 4 For 
Harding this approach involves rejecting appeals for a 
return to some kind of organic wholeness that ecofem-
inists may seek; instrad she looks toward the many 
"fractured identities" of modem society (for example, 
black feminists, women of colour, socialist feminists). 
Her concern about this type of empiricism lies in whether 
or not we can 
afford to give up the necessity of trying to provide 
"one, true, feminist story of reality" in the face of 
deep alliances between science and s~xist, racist, 
classist and imperialist social projects. 
Harding is not seeking a solution to the dile1nmas and 
tensions that are created by deconstructing science while 
at the same time attempting to create a successor science, 
or by the fractured identities that fonn· the voice of 
feminism. Rather, she advocates using the tensions as a 
fruitful area (or-research. While this willingness to ex-
plore the tensions throws scientific objectivity out the 
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window, it allows for the possibilitY of creating a new 
defmition for objeCtivity w)lere . 
it is participatory values--aritiracism, anticlassiSIJl, 
antisexism--that decrease the distortions and mys-
tificatio~il our culture's explanations and under-
standings. . · 
Similarly, in "Situated Know ledges: .The Science 
Question Ln Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Per-
spective," Donna Haraway talks about the struggles that . 
feminists like hersel{ have experienced in attempting to 
deconstruct the very powerful, androcentric, patriarchal 
science of our culture and. advocates the need for a better 
account of the world. She agrees with Harding that the 
project iilvolves more than just trying to show the bias in 
science and separating the bad science from the good, 
· and it involves more than producing a feminist version · 
of objectivity. We need: 
simultaneously~ account of radical historical con-
tingency for 'all knowledge claims and knowing · 
subjects, a critical practice for recognizing our own 
'semiotic technologies' for making meanings, and 
a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of 
a 'real' world, one that can be partially shared and 
friendly to earth-wide projects of finite freedom, 
adequate material abundance, modest meaning iri 
suffering, and limited happiness.9 · 
For both Harding and Haraway there is no one know-
ledge of how the world works; there is a multiplicity of 
knowledges which .we should not attempt to reduce, 
while at the same time, there is a real world out there that 
is knowable. · It is . within these contradictions that 
feminists can find new metaphors to imagine the world; 
one medi\lffi for such imaging is taking place in the rea1m 
of women's music, explored .later in this paper. 
Haraway describes a feminist objectivity she calls ' sit-
uated know ledges.' For example, vision is a sensory 
system that is located within a body, or has a material and 
historical reality. Modem technology has produced a 
vast array of telescopes and microscopes and cameras · 
where "all perspective gives way to infmitely inobile 
· vision, which no longer seems just mythically about the 
·. god-trickof seeing everything from nywhere, but to have 
put the myth into ordinary practice." 0 Insisting on the 
"embodiment" ofall vision would allo~ the construction 
of a usable objectivity. This embOdiment would involve 
locating our vision within mrntal and physical space and 
thus naming where we are.1 · Haraway calls this a 'par- . 
tial perspective' which can lead to objective vision. 
. . 
So, with many other feminists, I want to argue for a 
·doctrine and practice of objectivity that piivileges 
contestation, deconstruction, passionate construe-
. tion, webbed connections, and hopefortransformr:-
Lion of systems of knowledge and ways of seeing. 2 
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What I find most exciting about Haraway's writing is 
that it provides the basis for knowledge creation which 
does not exclude or appropriate and which always invol-
ves a knower. Jn this sense it provides the possibility for 
a rel~tionship between human and non-human nature 
.which is not resource-based, nor necessarily based on a 
primal connection, but which can be explored and neg-
otiated. 
Both Harding and Haraway caution against looking for 
a unitary feminist politics. The scientific world view has 
attempted to universalize language ~ truth, preaehing 
an objectivity and knowledge creation that is alienating 
and oppressive. · · 
·. Yet there is another world hidden from the ·con-
sciousness of science -- the world of emotions, 
feelings, political values; of the individual and. col-
lcetive unconscious; of social and historical par-
ticularity explored by nov~ls, drama, poetry, music 
and art -- within which we all live most of our 
working and dreaming holJrs under constant threr! 
of its increasing infusion by scientific rationality. 
· In the next .section I attempt to I explore one such 
world, the world of women's music in Canada. It is a 
world where the "emotions, feelings and political values" 
of each individu<U artist, within her own historical and 
materia! reality, are shared with the participatmg aud-
ience. I use the voices of the women, unaltered and for 
the most part unedited, in order to embody their perspec- ·' 
tive _and give the reader a sense of who they are. · 
. I iriterviewed Heather Bishop at the Home County Folk 
FeStival in London, Ontario. Heather has been perform-
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ing as a solo artist since 1976, singing folk and blues for 
adult audiences as well as telling stories and singing for 
children. She has produced five albums for adults and 
three for children. When I interviewed Heatller Bishop, 
I was quite surprised at what a soft-spoken, gentle wo-
man she was. On stage she is witty, exuberant, and can 
really belt out the blues with a strong voice. I was 
incredibly impressed with the care she took to answer all 
of my questions, and the thoughtful respo0ses she gave. 
She obviously takes her work very seriously and yet also 
appears to have a lot of fun doing it. 
Heather is a feminist who believes that music plays an 
important role in bringing women's issues into the public 
forum and in uplifting and supporting women working 
in the movement. 
I'm a feminist because I'm a woman. It's from 
living my life that I became a feminist It's from 
never having received equal pay for work of equal 
value. It's from seeing men get breaks that women 
didn'tget...It's from watching friends get beaten by 
their husbands. It's from seeing men and women 
who have children not having daycare for them.14 
Music for Heather is a way to talk about issues in public · 
that otherwise might not get talked about It's a way to 
challenge biases and assumptions and to energize people 
for the struggle of gaining equality for women: 
I really think my music is an instrument for social · 
change. I think what has been called women's music 
is very much an instrument for social change. 
Women's music is called women's music; it is the view 
of the world from women's eyes. When men sing 
about how they view the world through their eyes, it's 
.not called men's music. And that's a political state-
ment about what happens to us ·as women, our view of 
the world and how we think things should be done. I 
think that music is first of all very healing, secondly 
it's a way for us to address issues that are perhaps 
hard to talk about and hard to deal with, in a way that 
people can hear. Music allows us to grieve together, 
to laugh together, to cry together, to grow together. I 
know lots of people who have said io me how they take 
the music home and they play it over and over again 
when they're going through a hard time or they're 
trying to work through something. That says a lot to 
me about what that music can do for social change. 
Now if we could get the music on the radio, that would 
make a bigger difference: · 
· Thus Heather's music gets used as a vehicle to identify 
and give expression to her audience's emotions and 
feelings. 
Heather feels that as a feminist she must confront all 
issues of domination and oppression: · 
Well, I call myself a feminist. To me that means I con-
front racism, I confront sexism, I confront 
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homophobia, I confront environmental issues, I con-
front issues of class. It's a complete view of the world 
being a place based on equality among people. All 
people. 
By confronting the issues in the "safe" environment of 
a concert, and doing so from a space of personal ex-
perience, Heather is helping to define new boundaries for 
what counts as knowledge. The audience can participate 
in the music by singing along, swaying to the melody, or 
identifying with a story of oppression, and through this 
participation, gaininsightfrom an embodied perspective. 
One of the issues Heather deals with is homophobia. 
She doesn't get on stage and preach at her audience, nor 
does she sing many songs about the prejudice in society 
against homosexuals. Rather, she sings songs which 
celebrate women's love for women. She can speak from 
this place because she is a lesbian and knows what it 
means. In her songs she attempts to help other people, 
people unfamiliar or uncomfortable with homosexuality, 
to see her love as being just as beautiful as that of 
heterosexuals. She also gives other lesbians the ex-
perience of celebrating their love, something they rarely 
have the opportunity to do. In an interview in Hotwire 
she points out a couple of ways in which she helps people 
face their prejudice. As she plays for very diverse aud-
iences now, not just women's groups, she recognizes that 
not everyone attending the concert will be aware of her 
sexual preference. Rather than turning them off her 
music at the start because of their prejudice, she will wait 
until three quarters of the way through the show, when 
they have been completely charmed by her smooth blues · 
and her wonderful entertainment style. Then she will 
sing a song like "I Found a Girl." 
I decided that if by that time I had won their hearts 
and then did a song about being a lesbian and they 
all freaked out, then at least the problem would be 
theirs. They'd have to go home wondering how it 
could be that they really liked this person who was 
standing up thffre saying she was one of those hor-
rible <:ritters.1 
Heather also feels that her children's music, which she 
loves to perform even to adult audiences, will eventually 
help heal the prejudice of homophobia. Children who 
listened to her music on the "Fred Penner Show" or who 
were treated to one ofherchildren's concerts, and even-
tually fmd out she is a lesbian, may be more accepting, 
or at least question th~ prejudice against a woman they 
grew up listening to.1 She gives an embodied account 
of what it means to be a lesbian, taking responsibility for 
that knowledge and attacking the bias so prevalent in 
society against homosexuals. 
One of the questions I asked Heather, and the other 
singer-songwriters, was whether they felt there was a 
difference between the music that was being written and 
performed by women in Canada, and the music that was 
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being written and sung. by the larger folk community 
comprised mostly of men. I had perceived .a difference 
myself aiJ.d I wanted to see if Heather and t;he others also 
felt that they were representing a different voice. 
The difference is that women's music represents the 
struggles of half of the population. And we're singing 
it to people who are a pari of ihe other half, the half of 
the privileged, and it makes them uncomfortable .. And 
they're also the half that are in power, ~nd so they 
don't particularly want to want. For us to ask the 
male-run music industry from radio stations t.o record 
'companies and down the line, 10 play music that chal-
lenges the privilege of the white male, they're going to 
laugh in our face. Unless it makes good dollar sense 
to them, that's the only iime they change their mind. 
So it does put us in thatposidon. But also, women's 
music is different because it comes fro.m women. 
Women come from a lot more emotional; grounded, 
earth-centred, self-empowered place. And I think 
that's a place that I would hope that men could come 
from too. And I think that that's what men can learn 
from women's music·: men have been so divorced 
from their emotional, self-empowered, grounded self 
that they need women's music just as much as we do. 
Because, you know, I have brothers that llovedearly, 
and I've watched what happened to them in their life, 
and I've seen them become divorced from the people 
tha(they are by a world that tries to make them into 
"men," which ts a foreign concept that does not fit the 
human soul in my opinion. I think the healing that 
women represent and talk about is a universal healing. 
. . 
I also appreciated Heather's recognition that the en-
vironmental crisis needs to be addressed quickly and 
more effectively than it is currently being addres~d. Her 
recognition that it is the localized action ~;>f individuals 
that makes the most difference in the long run is consis-
tent with the ·kind of pOlitics Harding and Haraway 
explore. Although governments and multinationals need 
to change their policies towards, and abuses of, the 
natural environm~nt, it is local political .organizing 
around issues that affect people's daily lives that will 
.create a willingness to acknowledge the natural environ-
ment as more than a resource for the appropriation of 
humans; the willingness to use the "vision" Haraway 
describes as" embodied" and to take responsibility foi the 
relationship with the "other" that nature has become in 
Western culture in an attempt to change the relationship. 
We've gotta move fast, we've gotta move far! I'm real-
ly happy to see it, you know, we've been talking about 
. it for decades and now it's finallY happening. The 
government of course, is dragging it' sjeei at a time 
when we can't afford to be dragging our feet at all. 
One of the things that makes me optimistic is that it's 
being put in th~ hands of children. I would like to take 
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kids in the country and say "See this hole in the 
ground? This is a well. You drink that water. See this 
hole in the ground over here? That's where they pour . 
all th~ waste and shit, and that comes out of the same 
ground that your drinking your water." Kids are not 
dumb. Give them the information that this earth feeds 
you. "See this seed, this is going to grow into corn and 
you're going to eat it." Give children the information 
and they're going tosaj "Hey wait a minute,/ don't 
like the way this is being done." So that makes me feel 
optimistic that information is being turned over to the 
kids. I'm also optimistic that the environmental move-
ment is growing in the way that it is. I'm also scared 
. to death because I believe what people say, that 
there's only ten years to tum it around 'and that. . 
scares '!le to death. 
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Heather also lives her commitment to finding ways to 
live more relationally to the natural environment by 
building her own solar house complete with com posting 
toilets .. She and some women friends have built a small 
community near Woodmore, Manitoba. 
/live with it by personally thinking about it in my life, 
what can I do? I think every single person makes a dif-
ference. So if I stop using styrofoam, ifl recycle all . 
my' stuff. I live in a solar home that I built twelve 
ye'ars ago, I use a mulbank toilet in that home rather 
than a flush toilt;t, we have a compost bin, we recycle 
everything, we've done this for years. With the new en-
vironmental movement, I've learned some new things 
that I wasn' t aware of that I could change. So every 
person has to do their part. People think, well what 
difference.can I make? You make all the difference in 
the world. Each single person. And, as a pers~m who 
has the privilege I do of speaking to m(lny people. I 
have the ability then to reach a lot of people, year 
after year I just keep talking about Mother Earth; 
Mother Earth, she's our mother and she's dying. And 
if your biological mother was dying, you would go 
home to h~r, you wouid do everything you could to 
keep her alive. Well, our mother is dying, go home. to 
her, and do everything you can to keep her alive. 
Although Heather does have the tendency to essential-
ize, treat as natu.ral or biological, the connection between 
women and nature by referring to the earth as "our 
mother," the imagery is nevertheless powerful and her 
politics on stage and her lifestyle, reflect the degree to 
which the human relationship ti> nature is socially i~­
fluenced and constructed, and not only a natural connec-
tion. On stage she connects issues of domination from 
her life, arid relates them to the bigger picture of social 
domination in a way which helps her audience to learn 
from her "partial perspective."· . 
I also interviewed Faith Nolan at the Home County 
Folk Festival In London, Ontario. Faith hails from Nova 
Scotia and sings a variety of jazz, blues, folk and reggae 
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·while playing · slide guitar, harmonica and tambourine. 
She has produced three alpums. · Faith places an em-
phasis on history in her. music, both in the sense that 
· music has historically been an integral part of social 
movements in most cultures an(f in the telling of histories 
of those not always recognized by the dominant cUlture 
in order to keep. the 'history alive. and. to enCourage 
change. · · 
I see myself as a culturalwprker first. That's what I 
find most rewarding about music; the way it's able to 
. influence .culture to move forward. Growing up in the · 
sixties the during civil rights movement, all' those 
songs like ~'Old Freedom" and "We Shall Overcome" 
and "We Shall Not Be Moved\ really inf/uenc~d me in 
their meaning and to show that mus{c had the power to 
be part of social change. In every culture, whether it's 
early English music, or whatever; it was always used 
as an instrument for social change. Only what's · 
known as commercial music throughout the world 
now, which has become big business, isn't usedfor so-
cial change, its U.Sedfor maintaining the status quo. 
Burl think any lasting form thatcomes out of the · 
. people, the workers, is always music for social change. 
Faith sees herself as a social activist who is willing to 
take on any issue where she sees oppression taking place. 
As a woman of colour, her focus is more international 
than some of 'the other artists and she has worked with 
many differentgroups, seeking an end to racism, sexism · 
and homophobia. 
/' ve worked with every left wing cause you could 
·name: Bangladesh, the PW, South Afr{ca, El Sal-
vador, Chile, Uruguay, JLP Jamaican lAbour Party; 
with Cubim solidarity groups; with progressive 
Chinese organizations; with the Canadian Congress of 
Chinese Women; Native ·Women' s Resource Centre; 
I've played on different reserves. I do a lot of work 
around the black issue: Martf.n Luther King Day; I · 
raised money for Sophia Cook when she was shot by a 
· policeman; I campaigned for Carolyn Wright who was 
the first black mayor to run in Toronto. I also deal 
with peace and environmental issues, and lesbian and 
gay issues. So I've been a social activist for a long 
time. But I see all the issues as being coinected, 
towards making things better, to make society more 
·humane and humanitarian. · 
Faith deals with a number of issues in her music, most 
of them centred around being btack in a predominantly 
white society. One of the issues she addresses under this 
theme is the issue of the little known history of black 
people in Canada. She devotes an entire album, Afric-
ville to telling various· parts of th~ -histories of black 
. people, especially women, in Canada. "Africville" is 
about the destruction of a black neighbourhood outside 
of Halifax in the '60s; and other songs deal with the 
'underground railroad for black slaves from the South, the 
freedom of slaves in Canada, the double oppression of a 
black woman, and the celebration of black women who 
fought for justice. The possibility for social . change 
. exists here in the telling of stories to enable us to imagine 
what it would be like to see through the eyes of another, 
tell.ing stories that create the possibility of building af- . 
finities between the experiences of different groups ra-
ther th.an creating a hierarchy of oppressions. 
When I think of black women's music; I know Black 
music 'cause that's the culture that I grew up in and 
it's certainly had a big impact on my life' and the way I 
. view music. ·I mean {he songs still make me want to 
cry, /feel so mu_ch comes from those. 
At a workshop stage at the Mariposa Folk Festival, 
Faith confronted the issue oflanguage head on. Another 
artist, Bobby Watts, sang a p{>litical song making fun of 
the Tories in which he referred to. them as "silly cuntS". 
Rather than let him get away with his use of language, 
Faith, who was performing on the workshop stage with 
him, talked about the importance oflanguage by relating 
tl)e pain and. hurtful experiences of women both in her 
introduc.tion and in song. She used music·to try and show 
him the effect his language could have on people, and to 
encourage the people in the Cf9wd to be brave and speak 
out against this kind of sexism. This. was an incredibly 
gutsy thing to do as most of the people in the audience 
had laughed at Watt's cute song about the Tories. But 
she was successful in the sense that she energized much 
of-the audience to speak out, and m~de us embarrassed 
that we had laughed rather than confronted the issue. She 
politicized us around the -issue of sexist language . in 
songs. . 
Faith, like Heather, is a lesbian and the experience of 
being an "out" lesbian is one of the themes. of her music. 
.one of her songs; "I Want the Freedom to Love" ·is 
especially powerful because it calls to mind experiences 
between lovers most people can relate to such as holding 
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hands while going for a walk or saying goodbye at the 
airport (or any other public piace), and reminds us that it 
has not been acceptable for homosexuals to hold hands 
or kiss or in any way demo~trate affection. in public. 
Her cry for the freedom to love is a rallying cry for fellow 
homosexuals as well as a plea to be understood and 
accepted. 
The early folk like "Leaping Lesbians" by Meg Chris-
tinnl"nn thnt mrJI"ir lurd n _etr4nt imr~nrt hPrllllJI:P 1 thinv 
that they challenged the family which is sacred. 
ground. They challenged the role of women as bir-
thers and nurturers and this as being passive. A lot of 
women in non-traditional fields, well not so much now 
·but it used to. be that the non-traditional fields were 
generally lesbian camps. 
That is a huge threat to 
maintaining the status quo 
or the inequality. So 
women's music has had 
that impact as a threat to 
society or the social struc-
ture of the family--it's been 
the biggest threat. 
Faith also addressed a 
touchy issue in modem fem-
inism: the problem the 
"women's movement" 
(which, until recently, had 
been defined in Canada by 
white, middle class women) 
has had in addressing the 
issue of race. Learning how 
to have the "affinity" 
Haraway talks about, · be-
tween groups that have been 
oppressed and marginalized 
by Western society, rather 
than disagreeing about what . 
aught to be the primary issues of concern for femj.nists, 
has been an ongoing struggle for feminism. Faith t.a1Jcs 
about how the dominant understanding of "women's 
music" is music produced and sung by white women. 
She challenges this assumption and encourages y~ to 
look at all cultural music as having an equal voice. 
I was reading once in Hotwire magazine, a lot of the 
earlier women's musicians like Meg Christianson, 
Holly Near, they all came from very good back-
grounds you know. They were all middle class, they 
had a lot of money, their parents had a lot of money, 
friends of theirs had a lot of money to put inro·rheir 
making records on their own and being able to travel 
across the country and get their music out. Alix Dob-
kin--left her husband and had,/ don't know, a couple 
. . hundred thousand dollars and so she put all of this--
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these women come from having money so it was really 
middle class, actually upper middle class white 
women. Very much like the suffragette movement who 
had a lot of money. So even working class white 
women, you are hard pressed to find in the United 
States when yoll re looking at women's music. Women 
who just came from: father worked in a factory, 
mother worked in a factory, or whatever. Again, are 
the issues of working class women being brought out 
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specifications of race and class. 
Faith's attention to issues of gender, race, class and 
sexuality, make her an excellent example of the "partial 
. perspectives" that Haraway talks about Being female, 
from a lower class back-
ground, black and le~bian has 
given her an experience of op-
pression and a lived know-
ledge of what it means. Her 
songs and stories are ground-
ed in her own personal ex-
perience as well as the liistori-
cal and mate,rial reality of 
those vvho have UUluencr~ 
her work. The power of this 
kind of situated knowledge 
for social change is evident at 
all of her performances in the 
responses of the audience. 
Marie-Lynn Hammond has 
written two plays and hosts a 
CBC radio program as well as 
being a singer-songwriter. 
She performs and writes 
songs in both English and 
french and has produced two 
solo albums. She is one of the 
founding members of a 
Canadian· musical group 
called Stringband, with whom she produced many al-
. bums. I interviewed Marie-Lynn at her home in Toronto 
in September, 1990, soon after the Wye Marsh Wildlife 
Festival where she performed. 
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Marie-Lynn Hammond is quite different from either 
HeatherorFaith,notsomuchintheissuesshedealswith, 
as in her music. She uses ~umorous wit to expose our 
assumptions about anything from biflh control to nuclear 
power. Whereas Heather excels at the blues, Marie-
Lynn's style is more a mix of folk and cabaret styles. 
When I interviewed her, I found her full of energy and 
enthusiasm and very supportive of what I was trying to 
do. 
Marie-Lynn sees her musiC as. an art form which, 
through wit as well as musical form, conveys some kind 
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of social change message whether explicitly or more 
subtly: 
When I'm feeling optimistic I see my music as an in-
strument of social change. I( s not just that .. I see it 
as some kind of expression of my creativity and, it 
sounds pretentious I know, buJ I also see it as art. 
Some songs are more instrwnents of social change 
than others. Some are written almost expressly for 
that purpose and I try to write them with wit and art as 
well, and others are more personal, and social change 
may be more .subtle in them. 
The most political ofMarie-Lyrm's songs are the ones 
dealing with feminist issues. Several of the audience 
members whom I interviewed, who had never heard her 
perform before, were quite pleasantly surprised by her 
music and recognized aspects of women's oppression 
they had nevernoticed, or rather never dealt with, before. 
She sings about the· frustration of finding good birth 
control while very little research is being done in the area, 
about mothers teaching their sons to do houseworlc, and 
about love and broken hearts. Sharing in the music not 
only causes us to laugh, to name issues of oppression, to 
be political, but also creates a possibility for change. 
Marie-Lynn feels that the most common theme in her 
work is that of women's issues. Her writing about wo-
men is witty and very political in some songs and more 
of a story in oth.ers. 
td say most of my songs that are vaguely political 
deal with women's issues .. That's the most common 
thread, but they will also touch on issues of environ-
ment and peace, or the French/English issue along the 
way. When I say women's issues, that can cover every-
thing from the kinds of power struggles that involve 
women to just women's daily lives and what they go 
through. When I'm writing about my grandmothers 
for example, sometimes the song is simply recounting 
their story, but there's always some sort of subtle mes-
sages built in. Like in the Elsie song it says that 
"maybe if you'd lived today all that drive and passion 
might have found a way;" recognizing that things are 
changing and have been worse. 
Several of Marie-Lynn's songs are about the everyday 
lives of women, most notably the songs "Elsie" and "La 
chanson de Corinne," about her grandmothers. By tell-
ing the stories of these women she is not only describing 
their joys and hardships but also telling a history of 
women~s experiences and exploring the differences be-
tween her French Canadian grandmother and her Anglo 
grandmother. We live the life of her grandmothers with 
them, feel their emotions. By helping us to "see" with 
the vision of these other women, she is creating a way 
for us to know differently. 
When asked about the difference between "women's 
music" and traditional folk, Marie-Lynn talks about the 
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need for personal feeling or emotion in writing songs. 
She is critical of patriarchy in her music, but rather than 
making an overt statement, she tells a story and uses the 
kind of embodied objectivity that Sandra Harding talks 
about as a way for others to connect the music to their 
own lives. 
Dominant culture-yo~ mean male and white male cul-
ture, white anglo saxon culture? Oh yes. and I think 
that there's always, sometimes very overt criticisms in 
my songs. One song contains some sweeping 
generalizations which some men have been offended 
by, a song called HEve gave Adam the appleH which 
basically is a critique of patriarchal religion. Espe-
cially as a woman whose mother is a French-
Canadian, I've had an inside look at minority culture. 
It's different for me than for other minorities, being 
white. No one knows I'm half French so I pass as a 
WASP. I don't deal directly with issues of racism and 
say vis a vis people of colour because I don't believe 
that I have the right to write about that, not being a 
person of colour. If I was going to write a song it 
would have to be from the point of view ofme as a 
white person. I tend to write on issues that spark me 
very directly. But I am critical especially of, I would 
say, the white male ethic. 
The music that men h·ave been writing in the folk resur-
gence, maybe since Woodie Guthrie, well there's a lot 
of political music in there and some of it is sensitive to 
lYOmen. I dQn' t think until the women songwriters 
came down the line have we seen as much of an aware-
ness of women's issues. I know Tom Paxton has writ-
ten a very good song about battered women. A very 
sensitive song , I think that's good. I think I also want 
to hear songs by women writing about these issues. It 
might be a different perspective. I can't just write 
about an issue. I have to write out of an emotion,feel-
ing as well. I think some women are writing simply be-
cause there is an issue that must be dealt with. And I 
think you're getting a lot of songs that are good 
politics but bad art. And that worries me, not worries 
me but I see that in the women's movement. A lot of 
songs are sloganeering, basically. And maybe its 
good that they are out there but I have a more lofty 
view· of the whole ~hing I suppose; I don't want to 
write a song that doesn't have some element of art. Tf 
/' m going to write about-patriarchy, I want to do it 
with some level of wit and not just say "Oh its terrible, 
the male gods stomped all over us", it makes me 
cringe. But maybe it's imp or tam just that the issues 
be dealt with because I do see people listening to those 
songs and there's a level of appreciation that the is-
sues are even being aired. I don't think people are as 
critical as I am about the level of art. That's my own 
personal thing. But I think more issues are being dealt 
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with in more detail l1y women than men could. Be-
cause they don' tluww, they haven't been there. 
Marie-Lynn's songs about environmental issues, like 
"Radiation", are a call for political action as much as they 
are a naming of an issue. As a feminist and an activist 
she recognizes the need for organizing and demonstrat-
ing. And it is through such political action that people 
come together to create a different reality, such as nuc-
lear-free power or pesticide-free vegetables or safe 
drinking water, or whatever the local issue may be. 
I think that there are two levels going on in the en-
vironmental movement. I see a lot of good environ-
mental work being done and then I see also, this cor-
porate bandwagon, people like Loblaws. Cojfee ... no 
cholesterol, no phosphates. /think something like sus-
tainable development is actually a contradiction in 
terms, but I don't know enough about the issues and 
the alternatives. How do you take a society that's 
developed in certain ways and just stop it in its tracks 
and say "We're not going to be consumer-based and 
wasting stuff, we're going to build things that last 
forever, and you' II only get a new coat every ten . 
yearsr How do you tell people that shop for thezr 
hobbies, whose passion in life is shopping, that it's all 
going to get turned around. ~ ou can't go back. . 
Maybe all we can do is contam the damage at this 
point. So for me it's all kind of new in terms of really 
dealing with the politics of it and it's so tied in with 
power and money and who has the money. and po~e: 
and wants to hang on to it. Then you get mto soc~alrst 
issues and sharing and cooperation in place of com-
petitiveness. As the eastern block cow:tries are.al~ 
going capitalist, you think well, that kmd of soc~allsm 
didn't work. So it gets really big. But I would think 
the lessons that environmentalism can learnfrqm 
feminism are the lessons in general the world can 
learn from feminism, which has to do with cooperation 
and non-aggression. The whole issue of oppression 
and power is complicated. What do you do about 
fishermen. /think drift nets are bad but in general 
does this mean that we don't kill any animals or fish at 
all? /' m a vegetarian but I do eat fish once in a while. 
What do you do here? People's livelihood depends on 
fishing, hunting, slaughtering. So what does feminism 
propose to do about that? What are the solutions 
there? Is it all pie in the sky or do we actually have 
concrete alternatives/or those people? People who 
live up north, do we relocate them all? No, we don't 
want them all down here, there's too many here al-
ready. 1 don't know that there ever is an easy solu-
tion. There will always be lots of compromises. 
Though we do know that ifwe took some of the money 
that's being used for military, and suddenly turned 
that into ecological-type jobs, there'd be more work 
there for people. So how do you turn that around? 
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The kind of capital which we have now which basical-
ly sees the environment as a commodity is the result of 
more male thinking. And I think Gwria Steinem said 
something very good recently: that feminism should 
no longer be about women becoming like men but 
about men becoming more like women. You know for 
the first while we were trying to achieve equality with 
them; let's be fighter pilots and v. p.' s of corporations, 
fine. But maybe it should have been the other way 
around: men should be trying to be more nurturing, 
more caring, less aggressive, less competitive. 
I interviewed Connie Kaldorat the Michigan Women's 
Folk Festival in August of 1990. Connie is from the 
prairies, as many of her songs indicate, but now liv~s ~n 
Montreal. She has produced three albums. Conrue 1S 
somewhat of a contradiction, in terms of what she says 
about her music and the response her music elicits. 
Connie's music and performance is indeed highly politi-
cal. She has an incredible talent for songwriting. Her 
songs about women touch the experiences most women 
can relate to: "Wanderlust" is about the feeling of want-
ing to just pack your bags and go somewhere, have ~ 
adventure; "Bird on a Wing" is about a small town gul 
dreaming of getting outofthesmall town on the next bus; 
"Love Letters" is about the joy of a new rela.tionship. She 
weaves stories about women's lives rather than preach-
ing about social justice. Through her songs we feel the 
longing, the joy. the pain of the women she writes ab_out 
Whether she intends to be political or not, she bnngs 
forward personal experiences of the every-day lives of 
women that are indeed very political and help women 
share and organize around issues of oppression. 
Connie stresses the entertainment value of music. She 
feels that it is important for all of us to be able to "get 
away" for a while and she provides this escape with a 
show full of jokes and one-liners, sentimental love songs 
and snappy bar tunes. You don't just go to a performance 
to hear Connie sing, you go to be entertained. 
The ideal of course is to get the world to change. But 
as an entertainer, sometimes I think-- ah, if I could 
just take people out of their life for five minutes and 
make them laugh, or energize them or do whatever 
that is. I don't need to have everybody falling over 
and rann·ng and raving. In this society, to get a group 
of people feeling emotional in a room is a really impor-
tant thing. If I could just do that, regardless of where I 
am, where] can feel that the audience is one. Because 
they feel it too; I feel it when I'm a part of an 
audience. If I come out of a great show, I'm happy, 
and everybody's laughing. 
Besides her songs about women's lives, Connie also 
sings about the history of her home province, Saskat-
chewan, and the prairie provinces in general. In true folk 
style she recounts the experiences of people, towns and 





part of people's Jives rather than something taught in 
school or read in a book. and she creates the history of 
small towns from the perspective of. the peopl,e that live 
there, not from the perspective of an all-seeing analytical 
eye. Her song "Tile River Song" compares the damming, 
and therefore controlling, of a river to the confinement 
and control of native people,linldrig the life of the river 
to the life of a people . . ·Without preaching about environ-
mental issues or about native issues, she implies a re-
lationship between the domination of both and suggests 
that neithe( can be contained forever but that something 
has been lost 
Connie's music comes out of her own experiences and 
the experiences of those close to her. She feels that if she 
can bring an 'issue across by telling a story that gets the 
listener emotionally involved in a song, she might inspire 
people to act Connie docs not really see herself as a 
social activist the way the other singer-songwriters do, 
but she has an incredible talent for writing and perform-
ing songs that touch the hearts of her listeners and in this 
way is much more political than she thinks. 
. /' m never really moved to do anything until I'm emo-
tiona/ly.involved in it. That' s just the way it js with 
me. The issue of AIDS is not as personal until a friend 
of yours has it. I don't think people do anything unless 
they are emotionally interested in something. You can 
talk about it until you are blue in the face, but the 
minute that somebody feels that tug of an issue, they' II 
look at it differently. I think you speak best from 
things that you feel inside of yourself and I guess 
that's why I work that way. Because I'm not up there 
to teach people, I'm not there to tell them what to do. 
But you can give your perspective. You always give 
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your perspective when you write and when you sing; 
people know where you stand on certain thmgs. But I 
think that first of all you have to make people think, 
and th'enfeel, and after that they will act because most 
people see what's right and what isn't, in a situation. 
Nobody, if they're looking from the point of view of a 
woman that's being hit, thinks It's a good idea. But 
i( s also to respect that these things are difficult to 
deal with. I don't consciously write a tune for an 
issue. I try to do thai and most Q/ the rune it's terrible. 
The tunes always come out sounding really stupid. 
After the first line the rest of the song just son of 
sounds the same. Why not just say it in the intro and 
get on with something else. The music however, is 
working on many, many levels. 
Connie is a very gifted performer who trained to be an 
actress and a .muskian and chose· music over acting. 
Each show she puts on includes many of her talents in 
acting. She can be extremely funny, throwing out one-
liners while playing the introductory chords to a song, 
helping people laugh at themselves and exposing as-
sumptions that would be hard to bring out in any other 
form. Revealing the assumptions we have about who we 
are and how the world works, is a necessary part of social 
change. By helping us to expose the ways in which 
oppression occurs and the ways in which ·we contribute 
to it, Connie is creating an·~ embodied" shared knowledge 
about the issues she is c~ose to. She deals with the issues 
she feels inside and gives her perspective. She is not 
trYing to create one shared knowledge for all women, but 
rather a "partial perspective" of the issues she "knows" 
throt!.gh experience. 
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Susan Belyea is a Toronto musician who, at the time 
of my research, played in a band called the Fly By Night 
Dyke Band, and who wrote a major paper theorizing 
women's music as part of her Masters in Environmental 
Studies. She is not currently a member of an organized 
band of musicians, but is instead concentrating on her art: 
glass-blowing. Susan has a real commitment to social 
change and was very helpful in the organization of my 
research and in formulating the relevant questions to ask 
of each of the other artists. 
Susan talks about the importance of music as a vehicle 
for social change and political action. Although she and 
her band do perform some of the music that Marie-Lynn 
would criticize as. being somewhat "sloganeering," Susan 
justifies this type of music as being a way of getting the 
issues "out there"; naming the problems so they can be 
dealt with in collective, community action The Fly By 
Night Dyke Band is no longer together as a band, so the 
comments made by Susan and myself about the band, 
should be recognized as referring to a time prior to 1990. 
The band was organized around political action and 
played almost exclusively for various social functions 
related to social change such as International Women's 
Day, the YWCA women's shelter, women's crisis cen-
tres, etc. In this sense the band and its music serve the 
women's movement and its political action. 
Susan sees music as a way to challenge existing social 
nonns. She sees the music of their band as having been 
a way to challenge nonns around sexual preference, 
regardless of whether the song is specifically talking 
about homosexuality or not 
The music that I write myself and the music that we 
write as a band, and other people's music that we take 
or appropriate for ourselves, and the whole reason we 
exist as a band, is to do social change music. A lot of 
our music ddesn' t have specific reference. Being the 
Fly By Night Dyke Band puts us in a particular posi-
tion; it means that anytime we sing a love song, 
regardless of whether or not there are pronouns that 
indicate gender, having jour self-identified lesbians, 
who are publicly lesbians, sing a love song, makes any 
love song a political song. We do songs that were 
written by men, they don't challenge anything, but be-
cause we sing it to a specific audience and we sing it 
as lesbians to an audience which is usually fifty per-
cent lesbian anyways, it makes a love song into a 
political thing because it 'zs a challenge to the existing 
system of oppression. · 
Susan and her band dealt with issues relevant to the 
political work they were doing at the time. Much of it 
focused on labour issues for women and on the issue of 
gay and lesbian rights. 
We do songs about any issue that touches us. Right 
now we're learning a lot of labour mrisic, most of it is 
historical stuff that comes out of various strikes and 
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struggles. We just wrote a song about the plant clos-
ing at Inglis, a lot of people lost their jobs, mostly 
women, and we wrote a song about it. We have some 
songs that are kind of all-purpose protest songs and 
we will sit down right before we go on stage and write 
the verse for the occasion. So if there's just been a 
plant closure, or the Tories have just introduced some 
horrible bill- it happened a lot around free trade--
we sit down literally five minutes before we go on 
stage and write a verse to a song that we do. We have 
a few songs that we can stick verses in like that. So 
there is no musical integrity to the songs, they don' t 
exist as unchanging songs. It's the tradition in folk 
music, right? We don't deal with things like copyright 
partly because we don't record so we don't have to 
worry about being tied up with any record company or 
anything that would insist on that. But also because 
we like to think that people will take our songs and 
sing them when and where appropriate. The lyrics 
and music are available to anyone who wants to ask 
for them. 
Thus Susan's music is more overtly political as she and 
her band create a shared experience and a set of shared 
beliefs around particular issues. By politicizing their 
audience around issues of class, sexuality, gender, etc. 
they name the issues and create a living body of know-
ledge that can be used for action. 
Susan, in her 1989 major paper submitted to the Facul-
ty of Environmental Studies, York University, notes the 
following themes from talking to women about women's 
music: 
(1) the importanceoffeministmusic in claiming and 
making our history; (2) music as entertainment; (3)-
music as celebration; (4) music as a means of com-
munity building; (5) music as a symbolic "voice"; 
and (6) the sensual and cmoti~nal pleasure of par-
ticipating in women's music.1 
I would add that women's music, and other cultural art 
forms not dealt with in this paper, provide a potential 
"vision" or way of seeing the world that is not totalizing 
or appropriating. It does not seek unity, it seeks to 
explore relationships and thus create new possibilities for 
relationships. Thus art, in this case women's music, is 
a vehicle for social change and a possible means for 
creating a new reality for both women and nature that is 
not necessarily dependent on a biological connection 
between the two, but rather a different set of social 
relations for the "others" created by Western thought 
1 believe the most significant aspect of this study, one 
which I was not expecting when I began it, is the way in 
which these women validate and express different ways 
of knowing from traditional Western, scientific, patriar-
chal, knowledge creation. I believe that each of these 
women is presenting/expressing/knowing a situated 
knowledge. Haraway speaks of situated know ledges as 
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being embodied; knowledge that comes from ex-
perience, from inside. Thus when Faith Nolan, a black 
Canadian woman, sings and speaks about the history of 
black Canadians, especially black Canadian women, she 
is creating a different way of knowing black Canadian 
culture. This is not a traditionally accepted knowledge 
creation in _Western cultures. This is a woman socially 
··constructing the life of_a black' people in Canada through 
her music. Similarly, Heather Bishop is creating ;u;cep-
tance and knowledge about lesbians and the love of 
women by singing as a lesbian. She is creating a situated 
knowledge by singing and writing from her experience 
as a lesbian. And when She sings and talks about the 
spiritual connection she feels between herself and mother 
earth, it is again a situated knowledge. 
The fractured identities of this postmoderil world are 
confusing and eclectic. These singer-songwriters pro-
. vide avenues for soCial change and acceptance of dif-
ferent identities by creating embodied knowledges of 
individual or group identities. They are not seeking some · 
kind of unified knowledge for all women, or all lesbians, 
or all black women, they are speaking 
from a space within. As both Sandra 
Harding and Donna Haraway point out, it 
is through this different (postmodern) way 
of knowing that we can perhaps envision 
· a society where domination is not the only 
. .relationship that counts and nature is not 
simply a resource to be exploited. 
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in my own 
familiarity. 
(if you can 
imagine 







Walking down the dusty road, far in the distance, 
hidden by clouds, 
by dust, 
by the desire to look at what is going on by 
my feet 
I see mountains. 
mixed with dreams. 
~ixed with hope. 
mixed with visions, 
Andlput 
One foot 
in front of 
One foot 




the flowers and trees play hopscotch 
over many years 
32 
the rocks that are hills and mountains are tossed 
around rivers and streams 
all life jumps and plays and tumbles . 
over sandy beaches 
under cloudless skies 





on a forest floor 
of fragrant pine 
needles and leaves 
me waiting, wondering and watching 
for the returning birds 
eye view of the world waking 
to spring 
and jump and play 




these are the clouds; 
gathered, a fist. 
these are the winds; 
the east & the west. 
this is the sun, 
the green & the blue. 
& this; 
this is the darkness 
that carries the moon. 
Drawing light here 
in rough sketches & buckets 
an artist has been at work 
reconstructing the moon 
from mountain rib. 
Teaching light 
to the mountainside 
Sun's madness 
& the rise 
& fall of oceans . 
this is an old trick 
man from dust. · 




I saw, I heard, I felt 
a forest, a maze of flowers 
an ocean-
. for Ken Towle 
waves fragrant with colour, stirred by breezes, 
and then tossed about by the gale 
of my own perception. 
Animals gradually emerged 
from close by, afraid 
-my fear upon them-
yet willing to shrug off 
100 millennia of practiced caution 
and approach: 
winging aside the cascading petals, 
pawing the crushed nectaries, 
slithering through a sea 
of bright grains . 
to reach me. 
One by one, eager beaks, 
noses, 
snouts 
investigated my ignorant skin. 
One by OJ1e, patient beings drew me in 
as one of their own kind: 
I leapt 
· and my anns suddenly feathered 
into th,ree-foot wings, and my clawed feet 
securely rounded a branch; I spoke; and 
a cry of triumph pierced the foliage; · 
I crouched 
and my hands.and feet 
~w fur, became thickened and strong; 
my voice discovered a low rumble; my maw 
hungered for flesh; I blinked 
into another Hairy One, and found myself hoofed, 
.and long-of-stomach, my lip eager 
for fresh shoots and berries; 
I lay down . 
and the length of me 
thinned into a sleek streak of pale green; 
my tongue bifurcated and I tasted 
the heady scent of warmth all around me. 
* 
The rains came and we scurried 
or huddled or openly drank 
ofliquid life; like the flowers, 
we became our dependence: on the soil, 
the rain, the sun, each other. 
Like the flowers, we did not last . 
Louise Fabiani 
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When The Eye Cannot See: Rethinking Night 
by Andrew Satterthwaite 
· We are all poets or babies in the middle of the night, 
struggling with being . . 
Martin Amis, from Time's Arrow 
Night is contested: from a hundred directions claim-
ants come to appropriate. From the quasi-religious 
claims of those who would call on the powers of dark-
ness, the night-rallies of the National Socialists and the 
IGan, to the urbanite dream of a well-lit world, the 
commercial interests of neon, and the feminist march to 
Take Back the Night. darkitess is a battleground. Many 
scholars now write about the hidden dangers of technol-
ogy, and the loss of contact with nature, writ large or writ 
small. They talk of nuclear reactors and genetic engineer-
in g. I start small--1 wonder about the lightbulb. This is a 
personal exploration of.darlmess, about the other side of 
time we call night It is personal, and I do it for fun. But 
I am embedded within Western society, so my explora~ 
Lion follows through Western traditions of mythology, 
history and literature, before turning to a contemporary 
sociological consideration of the world after dark. From 
these, the exploration gains a serious aspect. In the end, 
thjs exploration becomes one more appropriation of 
night: that of the naturalist, who fmds something worth 
saving in the division between night and day. · 
·Before there was land there was water, before there 
was light there was darkness. When the earth was 
first created there was darkness upon the face of the 
deep. This was the primordial condition. Only after 
there was earth did light come into being. Already 
there was heaven, and it existed in darkness.1 As 
life before death, night before day is the natural 
condition. Sometimes the moon sits in the evening 
sky and brightens, sometimes stars in the firmament 
break an absence. But sometimes there is a healthy 
primordial darkness; rich as compost, that sits on the 
land. 
But at some time in the history ofhumankind, darlmess 
was constructed as another world, and populated with 
ghosts. There are the mythologies of shadowy beings 
who inhabit the night. s~ng innocents, both in ancient 
and modem literatures. These are the mythologies of 
fear. Nothing is celebrated. This is the unknown, the 
unpredictable. Most of all, it is the unseen. shrouded in 
. a cloak. Night is a time we would sooner end? 
For all the religious observation however, prehistoric 
experience of night was not wholly positive. Death 
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comes at night Out beyond the fire where eyes do not 
reach. and more crisply after the fire has gone out. the 
narrow squeals of a caught animal reaches the ear. 'Ibis 
is the sound of death visiting. Biologically we are not 
prepared for night Our eyes gave up acuity in din.! light 
for the sake of colour, and our hearing is poor. But 
perhaps without eyes, imagination leaps to the fore. 
Prehistoric cave art relied on the inner eye to depict 
daytime scenes where no light came, an art that perhaps 
had the power to sear into mffmory Wlconfused images 
that helped structure society. But the early imagination 
depicted scenes from daytime, and actions that would be 
of consequence. They did not depict the illusions of 
night. the mythic beasts that would haunt us later. 
Archaeologists deduce from the remains of early civ-
ilizations that a great deal of their knowledge focused on 
the night: stars and planets were key to their vocabularies 
and libraries; the accuracy of their celestial observation 
still evokes comment. As far back as the Celts and the 
Sumerians, buildings and monuments sought their orien-
tation in the heavens. In the waters of Lake Titicaca, 
glittering silver and gold, are the islands of the Sun and 
the Moon, whereon the ritual passing of night to day is 
still played out to tourists. But with the emergence of 
religious structures, and recognizable altars, darkness 
acquired other characteristics. Certainly by the ti~e of 
the iliad and the Odyssey, an underworld characterized 
by poor lighting had emerged. By the time Lucifer fell, 
and took on the mantle of the Prince of Darlmess, this 
other world inimical to human interest had been fully 
constructed, an allegorical m~ans of social restriction, 
and a tool of moral suasi_pn. Conducted tours were 
given by Dante's Beatrice. 
But notice that the art of darkness had changed: the 
positive social images of the cave hunt had largely been 
replaced by the negative power of a feared future conse-
quence. 
Night was not wholly given over to the evil spirit of 
imps and goblins from the netherworld however. Carlo 
Ginzburg tells us of the night battles of sixteenth an~ 
seventeenth century Friuli, now part of Northern Italy. 
·The spirits of the Benandanti (good witches) left their 
bodies during the nights of the Ember days to defend the 
fertility of the crop. Atmed with fennel, these benandanti 
fought against warlocks and witches (malandant1) armed 
with sorghum stalks who worshipped the devil. This· 
dream activity, which went beyond individual non-his-
toric immediacy, embodied the traditions, hopes and 
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needs of the agrarian community. Some benandanti also 
claimed to be able to see the processions of the dead. That 
this community existed within the broader sphere of 
catholic church influence, a church with an established 
demonology, indicates that while nighttime had be~n 
constructed as another world, it had not, at th~ time, m 
that place, yet been rendered wholly evil: in the_ ~~t 
battles between benandanti and witches the posstbility 
for moral action still existed. The defenders of social 
ordeg met and battled the agents of chaos outside of daily 
life. Ginzburg's researches show, however, that over 
the course of Friulian Inquisitions between 1575 and 
1650, the distinction between the benandantfand witches 
collapsed: all night activities of the spirit were rendered 
diabolic. . 
The Friulian benandanti were by no means the only 
nocturnal activists in pre-modem Europe. The proces-
sions of the dead were lead by various divinities, usUally 
representing the-goddess of vegetation, and thus_fertility, 
and therefore embodying the contradictory attributes of 
life and death. In Dreamtime Hans Duerr outlines the 
'mixed-pickles method', the nocturnal rites of diverse 
cults and societies.10 Duerr discusses witches and their 
ointments, concerned initially with the supposed reali~es 
of witches' broomtlights. But he soon turns to the tm-
aginative significance of the night travellers - those w_o-
men who answered Diana's call to the Venus Mountam, 
and rode on the backs of animals through the wilderness 
- and numerous other peasant practices and beliefs, as a 
response to the Quistian suppression of earlier mytho-
logical structures. These frequently violent and often 
sexually-expressed rituals reversed social roles, and par-
ticipants entered anotherr~ality, unbound by law. Duerr 
argues that all these practices are united in being' outside 
of time': 
'Between the times' indicated a crisis in the ordi-
nary course of things. Normality was rescinded, or 
rather, order and chaos ceased to be-opposites. In 
such times of crisis, when nature regenera~d itself 
by dying first, humans died also, and as ghostly 
beings ranged over the land in order to contribute 
their share to the rebirth of nature. The aspect of the. 
struggle against the forces of darlcness expressed 
itself with greater or lesser intensity in all of this. 
In the courSe of time, knowledge became lost that 
'outside of Lime' the boundaries dissolved between 
the living and the dead, between those in the moun-
tain and those walking in the sun, between wilder-
ness and civilization. With knowledge gone, the 
experience itself also faded. The last of the night 
travellers might still have been aware of the fact that 
they flew away with 'fraw Holt' or went to the 
mountain with 'Domina Venus,' but why it was that 
they were doing this, they beca~e less an~ less 
aware. Increasingly, rather than bemg actors, It hap-
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pened to them. Eventually people simply ran the 
risk that some ghostly throng carried them along 
'from the fields and the streets at the time of night, 
transpqpng them with great speed to regions far 
away.'1 
And as this transfonnation took place, those who were 
outside society no longer knew why they were. The 
tradition of children leaving society in onler to 'die' in 
the wilderness, that they might be 'reborn' into the social 
order as adults, left the legacy of marauding groups of 
youths. This practice of going outside the boundary of 
social order was already well-established with the Spar-
tans, and is still found in one f~~ or an?ther in .some 
contemporary African culrures. But with the nse of 
Christianity and the enforced requirement of remaining 
within the fold, the actions of these groups were per-
ceived as increasingly intolerable, and during the middle 
ages the 'youths of the night' ry~rted to extortion and 
robbery to support themselves. If the arc?ai~ under-
standing that it was first necessary to be outside m ~rder 
to know what inside meant, was replaced by the articles 
of Christian faith, the physical and social remnants of the 
archaic system lasted longer. The outlaws outlast .the 
system that produced them. The outlaw becomes cnm-
inal, retaining the 'between time' of night not as the arena 
of struggle between order and chaos, but as a zone wholly 
of social predation. 
35 
Against the incipient chaos presented by the threat of 
the highway robber and the quiet footsteps that threaten 
from behind, the candle in the window beckons. Gaston 
Bachelard thought this to be a phenomenolopcal.im.age 
of the poetic imagin~tion, a felt security.1 Within a 
forest or along the lone road, the single pane of a one-
room hut lit from within offers sanctuary, relief, a beacon 
to steer by and towards, a condition as singular to our 
consciousness as a shell or a nest, and as timeless as 
legendary past: 
This image would have to be placed under one of 
the greatest of all theorems of the imagination of the 
world oflight: Tout ce qui brille voit (All that glows . 
sees) ... The lamp keeps vigil, therefore it is vigilant 
And the narrower the ray of light, the more penetrat-
ing its vigilance. The lamp in the window is the 
house's eye and, in the kingdom of the imagination, 
it can never be lighted out-of-doors, but is enclosed 
light, which can only fllter to the outside. A poem 
entitled Emmur begins as follows: 
Un lampe allumee derriere la ~el}~tre 
Veille au coeur secret de la nmt. 
The elevation of the rational faculties during the En-
lighterunent, an eighteenth century philosophical move-
ment, undoubtedly had a great effect on the way night 
was perceived. The imaginative status of witches w~ 
greatly diminished, and nighttime found esteem only m 
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the Romantic reaction to Enlightenment which placed 
higher value on feeling and imagination. 6 But if night-
time caught the imaginative impulse, reality itselfhad no 
being at night --that could only be seen in the raw light 
of day. Literature demonstrates a strange ambivalence 
·toward the idea of night, and the place of humans in it 
One popular Victorian novel captured the prevalent 
mood, the yearning toward the lighted window: 
We are creatures of the sun, we men and women. 
We love light and life. That is why we crowd into 
the towns and cities and the country grows more and· 
more deserted every year. In the sunlight--in the 
daytime, when Nature is alive and busy all around 
us, we like the open hillsides. and the deep woods 
well enough: but in the night, when our Mother 
Earth has gone to sleep, and left us waking, oh! the 
world seems so lonesome, and we get frightened, 
like children in a silent house. Then we sit and sob, 
and long for the gas-lit streets, and the sound of 
human voices, and the answering throb of human 
life. We feel so helpless and so little in. the great 
stillness, when the dark trees · rustle in the night 
wind. There are so many ghosts about, and their · 
silent sighs make us feel so sad. Let us gather · 




The party is 'after hours,' not 'after dark.' Darlmess is 
feared here: the nocturnal world is experienced as emo-
tive and irrational, unpredictable and uncontrollable, and 
these rr the qualities projected back onto the fabric of 
night This is the dalkness that conceals the half-hid-
den honor, the dartncss the dirccto! uses suggestively, 
where merely the darkened stage brings the adrenalin on. 
But if the panicked desire for light and crowds was being 
indulged to excess in the Victorian city as technological 
advances made street lighting possible, the same author 
was still sufficiently aware of the soothing possibilities 
ofnighttolaterreflectontheexperienceofnightfarfrom 
the madding crowd: · 
It was a glorious night. The moon had sunk and left 
the quiet earth alone with the stars. It seemed as if, 
in the silence and the hush, while we here children 
slept, they were talking with her, their sister- con-
versing of mighty mysteries iil voices too vast and 
deep for childish human ears to catch the sound. 
They awe us, these strange stars, so cold, so clear. 
We are as children whose small feet have strayed 
into some dim-lit temple of the god they have been 
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taught to worship but know not; and standing where 
the echoing dome spans the long vista of shadowy 
light, glance up. half hoping. half afraid to see 5ome 
awful vision hovering there. 
And ~et i\Fms so full of comfort and of strengm, 
themght. · . . . 
Perhaps the writer's small company of travellers 
. shared these musings as they contemplated the heavens 
from the seclusion of a rowboat in the English coun-
tryside. Perhaps again, though. the 4ltimacy of night 
· speaks only to the individual, or else to lovers who.find 
in the quiet time space for communion. Now the city 
lights are brighter, but the night is still available, and 
remarked u[>on, by .those who venture into the lakes and 
woods. When I go canoeing or hiking on a clou~ess 
night, and escape the tyranny of the streetlamp and city 
light, how different is the sky as the light fades. Stars first 
appear in the eastern sky, till the whole sky is full of them, 
full of pinpoints arid nebulosities, the vast sheet ·the 
ancients saw. I saw. it best high in the Bolivian Andes, 
far from lights, where the sky was painted, and the Milky 
Way was a swatch done with a paint brush--thiu was 
magical. That was a night sky I still hold before ine in 
my thoughts. In the woods too, the wildlife sounds, and · 
. the pass~g of the wind, force to my ears another know-
ledge of night--and here I sleep better for the darkness. 
. V{hen we look at the night sky, the eye does no.t operate 
as it does during the day: it is looking into infinity. The 
gaze that duririg the ·day fixes the extension of an object, 
at night cannot weigh the stars. And so other senses are 
transformed, are brought forth. Scents swell, time 
stretches and dilates, feelings grow more acute ... 
Warm perfumes like a breath from vine and tree 
Drift down the darkness. Plangent, hidden from ey~s. 
Somewhere .a eukaleli thrills and cries 
· And stabs with pain the night's brown savagery. 
And dark scents whisper; and dim waves. creep to me, 
Gleam. like a woman's hair, stretch out, and rise; 
Over the murmurous soft Hawaiian sea. · 
--And I recall, lose; grasp, forget again, 
. And still remember, a tale I have heard, or known 
An empty· tale, of idleness and pairi, 
Of two that loved--or did not love--and one 
Whose perplexed heart did evil, foolishly, 
A long while since, and by some other sea. 20 
Rupert Brooke thus filled night with emotional content, 
peacefUl and reflective. But Brooke was· writing in the 
advent of the Great War, and expressed a consciousness 
of the power of darkness that was losing ground in the 
popular imagination. to a widely felt wish for security .in 
the face of social tension .. And so with war, the lightbulb. 
The Romantics saw it coming, anticipated the coid biight 
glare of reason gon~ astray. Yet even on the advent of 
the industrial revolution. Wordsworth had been able to 
recall an easier time, a restful night 
When soothing darlcnes5 spreads 
0 • er hill and vale, and the punctual stars, 
While all things else are gathering in their l:lomes. 
Advance, and in the firmament of heaven 
Glitter - but undisturbing, undisturbed; 
As if their silent company were charged . 
With peaceful admonitions for the he~ .. 21 . 
That night could be so rest{ul. A time of peace. for 
dreaming. Another way of tliinkiq! about darkness, free 
from conflict, and irrational fear. · . 
All that is gone. In our urban pride we have as a society 
quite literally pierced the night with a thousand points of 
light Arid in doing so we have obliterated a million 
points of light ·so much older . . A city or tOwn in the 
industrial world can now be defmed as an absence of 
darkness: as the mayor of Toronto flicked the switch to 
100,000 lightbulbs in a civic square for an urban celebra-
tion, defying night and winter,. he remarked that the 
"Cavalcade of Lights symbolizes the best.. of our com-
munity:-}1ght, hope, excitement, vitality and a spirit of 
caring". This completes the identification oflightwith 
good; darkness with evil. Light is our urban dream . 
A night flight reveals below the patterns of human 
settlement. spiders of light with legs linking across a 
sheet of darkness where humans do not go. Or at least 
that is s6 in the United States: third world toWns are 
marked by only a few small lights, while in Canada large 
tracts of pure darkness remain. Ule pattems of light 
reveal the ideology. The streets of industrial towns and 
'cities are lined with posts, each topped with a sodium 
·bulb that will shine from dusk to dawn. This is for 
convenience and safety. It is true that it is difficult to 
move quickly in the .darlc streets of towns in the third 
· world, though the moon and stars are often helpful. In 
the industri&l world we feel safer with lights, though it is 
not clear that our bright-lit streets' are any safer than the 
dark streets of other countries. If we turn to our sense of 
the future, to the neon streets of Bladerunner ~here 
light and shadows dance, light is not safe at all. Nor 
are all crimes those of darkness. At the extremes of the 
sci-fi world, blinding light anticepticizes, making all 
things possible: in the brightest light there is no room for 
moral qualm. Yet light is the urban dream. 
And so we have developed a language of light. H many 
other cultures have many words to describe foliage, or 
sand, or snow, Western culture has developed a vo-
cabulary and practice around the qualities oflight MucJ:l 
of art is concerned with light quality as much as with · 
form, and the Romantic artworks of Turner and 'Caspar 
David Friedrich are ample. testimony to this, a tradition 
that. continue~ into the photographic age with · Ansel 
Adams, and then explodes with the advent of the motion 
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picture. These are the highest arts, that play with light 25 
We have many words to describe the glow of a lamp, 
from the warm aura through to lurid cast Science too has 
been captivated by the properties of light 
From the initial prismatic separation of light into col-
ours, through to its equation with m~ and energy, 
science has been preoccupied with light, and the ultimate 
power of undoing the primordial division of light and 
darkness. And so we have created lights that take away 
the stars -- remove, from an already stripped world, 
another aspect of nature. One~yed reason takes as its 
symbol the lightbulb, and on it builds an ideology. The 
first professional scientist, Humphrey Davy, was the first 
to demonstrate the arc-lamp. Edison's success was not 
merely that he commercialized the incandescent light-
bulb, but that ~e was a master of patent-law and in-
dustrialization. 6 It is rio accident that General Electric 
and Westinghouse make lightbulbs, bombs, and nuclear 
submarines. 
And we dream of new lights, and better lasers. 
If the cinema screen is any measure of our dreams, light 
is our preoccupation. Intensity and condition, ¥Jd the 
more apparently artificial, the more spectacular. The 
climax to Close Encounters was bathed in a golden 
glow, purer than that we know on earth. Bladerunner, 
like many science-fiction films, depicted manic streets 
of blazing neon, and the disaster of a depopulated met-
ropolis frequented by androids. Our dream homes and 
offices are now lit with halogen. The latest status symbol 
on the desk of the executive pseudo-warrior is the light 
fixture, sleek in the matte blackness of brushed metal, 
small but powerfully intense in its attention to the desk, 
which it renders in a halo. In the dreams of science-fie-
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tion books there are worlds with two suns, as if one we~ 
not enough: a convenient way to banish night entirely. 
We never dream of new forms for darlmess. 
Instead we have invented factories that need no rest. 
There are those who would mine from the night the 
·resource of time. Time for~ore wolk. more sacrifice, all 
· beneath the glare oflamps. The invention of gas-light-
ing spurred the first significant move to productively 
occupy all hours, at ~wright's Cromford mill on the 
Derwent around 1790. As Wordsworth continued in 
his elegy to the pre-industrial night sky, 
38 
... an unnatural light 
Prepared for never-resting labour's eyes 
Breaks the many-windowed fabric huge; 
And at the appointed pour a. bell is heard, 
Of harsher import that the curfew-knoll 
That spake the Norman Conqueror's stem behest-
A local summons to unceasing toil! 
Disgorged are now the Ministers of day; 
And, as they issue from the illumined pile, 
A fresh band meets them, at the crowded door-
· And in the courts- and where the rumbling stream, · 
That turns the multitude of dizzy wheels, 
Glares, like a troubled spirit, in its bed, 
Among the rocks below. Men, maidens, youths, 
Mother and little children, boys and girls, 
Enter, and each the wanted task resumes 
Within his temple, where is offered up 
To gain, the master idol of the realm, 
Perpetual sacrifice.31 
Yet against this image of oppressed workers toiling the 
grave shift. we have the image of Wordsworth himself, 
and other artists and poets, working the midnight oil; 
indeed, as I write this, it is slightly after midnight But 
then there is the difference between production and cre-
ativity, the bOund activity of the shop machine and the 
subversive expression of the artist The poet worlcs in the 
intimacy of the candle, surrounded by darlrness, a small 
illumiy~tion past which darkness sits in the comers of the 
room. The solitary condition of the insomniac is not 
the negation of night, it is merely sleep postponed, and 
indeed many revel in their freedom from the call of 
daytime errands. It is not the poet we fmd illumed by 
arc-lamp, but the mad scientist. For the darkness of night 
is not a resource; there is nothing we can readily extract 
from it, except pemaps leisure when freed from the 
demands of the daily worlc regime. Indeed, night is the 
absence of resource, of enabling light, and only becomes 
resource (in the form of additional time) when light is 
added. 
For all the lights in place, night is still a contested zone, 
and the ideological force with which its technological 
and industrial colonization is pursued is testimony to this. 
This is the rationality of daytime imposing its will, in an 
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effort to stifle opposition to production, efficiency, and 
money. But the night battles continue. Night divides 
between solitary vigil, and communion with the stars, 
and massed social movements that wish to impose back 
on the society of day, some order that is fundamentally 
foreign to the status quo. Night is the ground on which 
the strictures of daily society are weakest, and therefore 
most sensitive to revision in ways that cannot be readily 
addressed through regular and sanctioned S<;>cial reg-
ulatory mechan.isms. Thus the jackboot torch parade, 
seeking to establish totalitarian rule over a social species. 
Thus too, distressingly, the need for the 'Take Back the 
Night' marches, seeking to establish equality and se-
curity of person, for ~ese issues too are ~t dealt with in 
the political forums. 3 How complex this struggle gets 
is perhaps illustrated by the different fonns feminist 
activism takes on issues of nocturnal habit There are 
attempts to retrieve from obscurity the knowledge and 
social world of witches, benandanti, night-riders, and the 
goddess cultures that frequently found expression in dark 
hours, and at solstice. Here night becomes the ground for 
resistance, in which universal object knowledge might 
be challenged. There are the 'Take Back the Night' 
campaigns, and also the more liberal positions taken by 
those who take c~ent fears as fundamental and demand 
'better' lighti~g. Perhaps some of these fonns of fem-
inist activism are at odds, and it seems to me that they 
arc, though the participants may not recognize this. And 
this is not surprising, for they are not the only other 
participants in the night battles. There is the arbitrary 
violence of those who make thoughtless rebellions 
against systems they do not understand, systems they' 
unconsciously assist in their petty cruelty and acquisi-
tiveness. The voices of authoritarianism and destructive 
social prejudice are also active. For many, the knock on 
the door at night, accompanied by the flash of torch 
·inspection, and even the interrogation lamp, is still a 
possibility. And the torchlight parade, the burning cross, 
continue to register as the potential flashpoints for fas-
cism and bigotry. Like guns, these lights that break the 
night signal malevolent intention: light can serve more 
than one end in the ideological battles for control in the 
weak social order of the world after dark. The dialogue 
between the social order of day and the chaotic world of 
night continues, in new night battles. · 
Many things to many people, night is an object of 
literature, mythology, and half of human experience. It 
is broken by technology and defamed in metaphor, yet it 
is still half of human experience. Perhaps in time we 
could come to terms with darlmess for its own sake, and 
not solely by importing daylight. In this, the blind have 
much to teach the sighted. I have talked extensively of 
night, but not of sleep, and only of our waking dreams, 
and not those of slumber, for there is more to d~ess 
than meets the eye, and this is only a beginning. 5 The 
computer in Jean-Luc Goddard's Alphaville interro-
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gates: 'do you know what illuminates the night?' The 
suspected enemy of technocracy and logic answers: 'la 
poesie. • Walt Whitman obliges: 
When I heard the learn'd astronomer, 
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns 
before me, 
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, 
divide, and measure them, 
Wheri I sitting heard the astronomer where be lectured 
with much applause in the lecture-room, 
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick, 
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off by myself, 
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time, 
Look' d up in perfect silence at the stars. 
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matter of respect for persons, not lamplight. . 
34. The· argwnent that city lighting is a women's issue has . 
frequently come up in my discussions .of night Yet if many 
women say that they feel safer at night with lights, so too do 
. men feel safer, though they_ will not admit it, for to ·be afraid 
of ~e. dark is not something many men feel comfortable 
adm!tting. (One could ask for whose benefit the lights put U£ 
for tn tlie first place, given that other putative 'women s 
· concerns' in other areas.of planning cities, such as community 
. C!!ntres, daycares, nearby_schools and stores, were rarely con-
Sidered.) Yet to feel safer ts notto be safer. From two years old 
we ar~ _told of the robbers and ghosts out there, so it IS. hardly 
surpnsmg we feel unsafe in the dark. As I have tried to show 
our feelings about night .have a complicated history, and it i~ 
not alw~ys p~den.t to confu~ these feelings about night with 
actual nsks. City lights may gtve a false sense of security. See 
Take Back T~e Ntght. · 
35. There is a wealth of literature to explore. I have· not 
menti~ned Friederich Njetzsche'~ Twilight of the Idols, nor 
Maunce M_erleau Ponty s r~fl~hons in the Pbenom~nology 
·or Perception. Walter BenJamm SPeaks of the exJ?eflence of 
night in his essays on Naples and Paris in ReflectiOns. For a 
liteTal).' treatment, see In the Land or the Nyx: Nigbt and it's . 
In_b~b~tan~. For those able to read Portuguese, Antonio 
VIeira s D_JSCnrso da R:optura da Noite: Pr~legemenos a 
!'Jila T~ona da Conhoctaemto Fenomenolog•co may prove 
mteresting. · 
Andrew Sattenhwaite is a Ph.D. canditate at the 
Faculty of Environmental Studies at York University. 
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The Nonhuman in ~uman Psychological Development 
by Andy Fisher 
This essay is edited from a larger p~r entitled. "A 
Critique of Developmental Psychology in Light of the 
Ecologicai Crisis." · The central thesis of the original 
. paper is .that psycbologists and environmentalists are 
both engaged in different aspects of the same over-arch-
ing human dilemma. This dilemma has at its core a 
human subject who feels alien, anxious, and unce~Wn, 
and who is thus experiencing a crisis in her relationships 
with herself, with other people, and with the larger non- · 
human sphere--a crisis that reveals itself as epideqtic 
psychopathology, Social pathology and ecological des-
tructiveness. Developmental psychology can be criti-
cized for . failing to adequately · address this dilemma, 
based on the following: a) it generally accepts and rein-
forces a standard of nonnality that more closely re-
sembles collective insanity, b) it relies heavily on empiri-
cal methods that restrict its view of human psychology 
and, in some respects, contribute to the overall dilemma, 
and c) it ignores the consequences of raising children in 
domesticated, human-dominated environments, rather 
than wild or 'natucil' ones, as has historically bee~ more 
the case. The present essay flows from a consideration 
. of the third ~riticism. 
The Psychological Landscape 
The ecological crisis invites us to consider our psych- · 
ological relatedness tq the nonhuman. Sigmund Freud 
~ad the following to say: 
In the. course ·of his development towards culture 
man acquired a ·dominating jJosition over his fellow 
creatUres in the animal kingdom. Not content with 
this supremacy, however, he began to place a gulf 
between his nature. and theirs. He denied the posses-
sion of reason to them, and to himself he attributed 
an immortal soul, and . .made claims to · ~ divine 
descent which pennitted him tp annihilate the bond · 
of community between him and the animal king-
dom. It is noteworthy that this piece of arrogance is 
as foreign to the child as it is to the savage or to 
primitive man: It is the result of a later, more preten-
tious stage of development. At the level of totem ism 
primitive man has no repugnance tO tracing his 
descent from an animal anscestor .... A child can 
see no difference between his own nature and that . 
of animals; he is not astorushed at animals thinking 
and talking in fairy tales; he will transfer to a dog or 
a horse an emotion of fear which refers to his human 
father, without thereby intending any derogation of 
his father. Not until he is grown up does he become 
so far estranged from the animals a8 tO use their 
names in vilification of others. 
... Man is not a being different from animals or 
different fr9m them; he himself originates in the 
animal race and is related more closely to some of 
its members and more distantly to others. Tile ac-
cretions he has since developed have not served to 
efface the evidences, both in his physical structure 
and jn his mental dispqsitiops, of his parity with 
them (emphasis added).1 . 
Freud's commentary portrays (Western) civilization as 
a process which creates ali existential gulf between hu-
mans and nonhuman animals. The implications of this 
"piece of aiTQgance" were carried !hJDugh by Freud to 
· . his Civilization and Its Discontents,2 in which he pos-
ited a fundamental antagonism between what he re-
garded to be humani~'s 'animal nature' and the restric-
tions of civilization. Freud thought that psychoanalyti-
. . c;il theory could help people understand this antagonism 
and provide guidance for societal refonns which would. · -. 
essentially minimize our neurotic state. Today however 
the gulf between the human and the nonhuman is as wide 
as ever and the present state of civilization remains in 
question. 
Because, as Freud explained, humans have 'split off' 
· from the larger nonhuman world, the human world itself · 
has shtunk. The · resource conserv.ationist Gifford 
Pinchot's .pften-quote11ine that "[t]here are only people 
and natural resources" expresses this modern view. The 
result of such a separation ofthe world into humans and 
·resources has been to restrict pzycholo g ica/lnvcstigation 
· to the human environment alone, as resources are not 
normally considered to have psychological signifi-
cance.5 Harold F. Searles was one of the first to chal-
lenge such a restricted view, stating in 1960 that 
[d]uring the past approximately sixty years, the 
focus of psychiatry's ·attention has gradually be-
come enlarged, from an early preoccupation with 
intrapsychic processes ... to include interpersonal 
and broad sociological-anthropo~logical factors. It 
would seem then that a natural next phase would 
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consist in our broadening our focus still further to i~clude m~·s relationship with his nonhuman ~n­
v•ronmenl 
It is .not in dispute ~re that modem humans are largely 
urbaillzed and have little experience of wild, multispeci-
fic, 'natural' environments; developmental psychology's 
focus on human settings in this respect is understandable. 
What is of concern are the developmental implications 
of restricting children to such settings, and the further 
implications that this situation· might have for the en-
vironmental crisis. In addition, even though 'contact' 
with 'nature' may be limited in the modern, urban setting 
the significance that these rare moments of contact might 
have for the child should not be underestimated. Oare 
Cooper Marcus. for ~xample, comments that although 
modem children spend very little time "outside" the vast 
majority of adult recollectiollf of childhood ~ drawn 
from these outdoor moments. In a study of eighty adult 
landscape architect students asked to recall their fondest 
and most vivid childhood memories Marcus found that 
the dominant topics included time spent in "patches ·of 
woodland, marsh, or meadow that still remained between 
burgeoning sufdivisions," camping triJ>s. and visits to 
'the country.' A 1955 M.I.T. srudy' of forty adults 
(chosen from 'society at large') likewise found that 
childhood memories were dominated by wide-open 
~paces,. trees, hills and water. In yet anothersrudy involv-
mg chil?bood memories. Edith Cobb found that "gifted 
or creative people" tend to have vivid recollections of a 
"profound continuity with natural processes" as children 
and arc able, to a large extent, to retain these feelings. 1() 
These gifted people, who early in their lives entered into 
a harmonious "relationship with nature," were able to 
maintain an open, creative, metaphorical, and poetic 
existence, as opposed to the more literal and rigid exist-
ence that generally characterizes modernity.11 
Having introduced the topic of the nonhuman in human 
psychological development, the discussion now turns to 
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an exploration of the existing psychological and eco-
philosophicalliterature which does or could address this 
topic. For the purposes of this essay three categories of 
conceptualizing the human with respect to the nonhuman 
have been distinguished: a) the oonhuman as the "natural 
environment," b) the nonhuman in relationship with the 
human, and c) the nonhuman as self. It is important to 
note however that the boundaries between these cat-
egories are not always sharp and that thematic variations 
will exist within any category. The attempt here is to 
separately review the work of various researchers in 
order to show a progression of ideas, rather than to blend 
th~ir work into a coherent picrure of human psychology 
w1th respect to the nonhuman. 
The Nonhuman as the "Natural Environment" 
This category includes any arguments or approaches 
that pro~ote the nonhuman environment as an important 
element m human psychological well-being, but which 
do not necessarily emphasize a mature relatedness to the 
nonhuman. Warwick Fox, in a major study of the various 
arguments for the presetvation of wilderness, has further 
categorized some of these approaches as follows: "the 
gymnasium argument" (i.e. recreational value), "the art 
gallery argument" (i.e. aesthetic value), "the cathedral 
argurpfnl" (i.e. spiriwal value), f¥1d the "refuge" argu-
ment (i.e. therapeutic value). In all of these the 
narural setting essentially acts as a human psychological 
resource. 
A unique study which fits into this discussion was 
performed by Rachel and Stephen K;aplan, who set their 
aim at finding out what it is about nature that has such a 
powerful "effect" on people, including its ability to re-
store "hassled individuals to healthy and effective func-
tioning." They ask, finally, 
[a]fe some natural patterns better than others? Is 
there a way to design, to manage, to interpret natural 
environmf.rts so as to enhance these beneficial in-
fluences? 
In these comments can be found the utilitarian flavour 
which characterizes this category. The Kaplans were 
initially interested in discovering and categorizing peo-
ple's "preferences" among natural settings in order to 
eventually allow for "prediction of preference." They 
then moved on to a measurement of "benefits and satis-
factions" and an exploration of what constitlltes a "res-
torative environment" In addition to nature's restorative 
capacities, they noted that 
[ o ]n the spiritual side is the remarkable sense of 
feeling 'at one,' a feeling that often- but not ex-
cl~s.ively- occurs in natural settings. Although the 
spmtual docs not hold a prominent place in the 
writings of most psychologists, ·the conce~ for 
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meaning, f~r tr:u/~uility, and for relatedness has not 
gone unnoticed. 
The 'bottom line' intheKaplans' studyistheirconcem . 
for the preservation and management of natural places 
for the psychological benefit of hll!llans: 
It is rare to find an opportunity for such diverse and 
substantial benefits available at so modest a cost. 
Perhaps this resource for enhancing health, happi-
ness, ~~ wholeness has been neglected long 
enough. 
Despite the pioneering nature of this investigation into 
the nonhuman realm, it still reflects the resourcist and 
objectifying attitude expressed earlier by Gifford 
Pinchot . . The natural environment in the Kaplans' 
scheme is . essentially a pleasant backdrop for human 
activity, or a cost-effective source of therapy. Although 
the Kaplans note the im.portance of the experience of 
being "atone" with nature and the "concem ... forrelated-
ness," their conclusions in this respect arc limited. 
The Nonhuman In Relationship with the 
Human 
In contrast to the previous category, the emphasis here 
is on the importance of a mature relationship with the 
nonhumanandsomesortofrecognitionofthenonhuman 
' in its own right.' Environmental philosophers often 
speak of a "biocentric" worldview, in which the non-
human is considered to have "intrinsic value," beyond 
human resource value. Although not all positions that 
emphasize relationship with nature are strictly biocen-
tric, the psychological picture must clearly change when 
'nature' is moved out of the background and placed on 
more common ground with humans. 
. Harold F. Searles, who was introduced earlier, has 
made a valuable contribution to the discussion of human-
nonhuman relationships in his extensively documented 
manuscript The Nonhuman Environmen~ In Normal 
Development and in Schizophrenia.1 To date, 
Searles' work appears to be the only contribution made 
by a practisiflg psychologist to the topic of the nonhuman 
environment in human psychological development. 
Searles begins his work at the same place as did the 
Kaplans, with a discussion of "our love of gardening; our 
love of frequenting familiar haunts ofNature ... the appeal 
of beautiful landscapes," etc. However, Searles' thesis 
goes well beyond that of the Kaplans': 
The thesis of [my manuscript] is that the nonhuman 
environment, far from being of little or no account 
to human personality development, constitutes one 
of the most basic ingredients of human psycho-logi-
cal existence. It is my conviction that there is within 
the human individual a sense, whether at a con-
scious or unconscious level, of relatedness to his 
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nonhuman environment, that this relatedness is one 
of the transcendentally important facts of human 
living, that--as with other important circumstances 
in human existenee-it is a source of ambivalent 
feelings to him, and that, finally, if he tries to ignore 
its importance to himself, he does ff at the peril to 
his own psychological well-being. 
Searles suggests that we can relate to the nonhuman 
environment in two ways: we may see the nonhuman as 
a carrier of "meanings which basically have to do with 
~ple," or alternatively we may re~te to a cat" as being 
a cat" or to a tree "as being a tree." 9 This second kind 
of relatedness is crucial to the theme of Searles' work, 
which is that 
the human being is engaged, throughout his life-
span, in an unceasing struggle to differentiate hjm-
self increasingly fully, not only from his human, but 
also from his nonhuman environment, while 
developing, in proportion as he succeeds in these 
differentiations, an increasingly meaningful rela-
tedness with the latter en~bronment as well as with 
his fellow human beings. 
According to Searles, it is only ~ugh this process of 
differentiation and relation that one can truly feel a "sense 
of profound kinship" with the nonhuman, as well as "a 
profound sense of difference from it "21 Searles is quick 
to point out however that in normal development a "sub-
jective oneness" with the nonhuman environment per-
sists at the "unconscioUs" level"long after differentiation 
on a purely perceptual and conscious level." He suggests 
that it is this hidden nondifferentiated aspect of ourselves 
that in fact allows us to relate to others. Significantly 
however. Searles does maintain a human/nature dichot-
omy, despite his emphasis on human relatedness to na-
ture: "mankind's position in regard to his environment 
is existentially--innately--a conflictual position. He is 
grounded in Nature, and yet is unbridgeably apart from 
it"22 
Searles summarized his conclusions nicely in a later 
article: 
I postulate that an ecologically healthy relatedness 
to our nonhuman environment is essential to the 
development and maintenance of our sense of being 
human and that such a sense of relatedness has 
become so undermined, disrupted, and distorted, 
concomitant with the ecological deterioration, that 
it is inordinatelydifficultforus to integrate [certain] 
feeling experiences [associated with the ecological 
crisis], ... inescapable to any full-fledged human liv-
ing. Over recent decades we have come from dwcl-
lng in an outer world in which the living works of 
nature either predominated or were ne~ at hand, to 
dwelling in an environment dominated by a technol-
ogy which is wondrous! y powerful and yet nonethe-
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less dead, inanimate. I suggest that in the process 
we have come from being subjectively differen-
tiated from, and .in meaningful kinship with, the 
outer world, to finding this technology-dominated 
world so alien, so complex, so awesome, and so 
overwhelming that we have been able to cope with 
it only by regressing, in our unconscious experience 
of it, largely to a state of nondiffereritiation from it 
I suggest, that is, that this "outer" reality is psy-
chologically as much a part of us as its poisonous 
waste produ~ part of our physical selves (em-
phasis added). 
It was through his work. with schizophrenic patients, 
whom he considered to be living largely in a state of 
nondifferentiation. from their surroundings, that Searles 
gained much of hi$ insight. In recogniz~g that ,ce~n 
mental patients, for example, confuse therr own bodily 
workings • with those of machines, he suggests that even 
healthy people may regard their surroundings as part of 
themselves. He asserts that the difference between a 
healthy and a psychotic orneurollc patient, in this reg~d, 
is quantitative, not qualitative. The above quotation 
argues, then, that the pressures of modem living are 
forcing us further towatd the nondifferentiated state of 
the mental patient; we are, in effect, becoming one with 
our machines. However, an alternative explanation sug-
gests itself. Because Searles regards 'excessive' s~bjec­
tive oneness with one's environment as a regressive or 
pathological condition, he cannot see our identifying 
with our machines as anything but abnormal. But perhaps 
it is normal to feel strong continuity with one's surround-
ings, whatever they may be. The suggestion here is that 
relationship, as Searles himself pointed out, depends on 
strong feelings of continuity with that to which one 
relates. Thus part of the real danger of living amongst 
machinery and identifying with it, of becoming pieces of 
technology ourselves, is that it psychologically estranges 
us from, and impairs our ability to relate to, the more 
• natural.' processes of a living, breathing planet. As such, 
we find nature to be alien, chaotic, irrational, and beneath 
the dignity of our 'rational,' machine-like, technological 
being. To the extent that we do not feel this way, we have 
retained some measure of relatedness. 
The discussion at this point is bordering on "the non-
human as self' category, which will.be considered below. 
It is noted for the moment that what is in dispute here is 
the traditional Freudian principles that health is charac-
terized by strong ego boundaries, and that a "yearning" 
for "oneness" with nature is always infantile or regres-
sive. 
Although Searles' consideration of the relationship 
between the human and the nonhuman represents a de-
parture for a psychologist, this topic is the central con-
cern of ecophilosophers. What is at issue in many eco-
philosophical investigations is the conception of the hu-
man self. For example, Neil Evemden suggests that no 
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"object of attention" can be examined without first at-
tending to the relational context in which it exists. He 
suggests that if we reverse 
the polarity of attention, so to speak, so that the bond 
of relationship is more significant than the end-
points it joins 
then 
an individual is not a thing at all, but a sequence of 
ways of relating ... Concentration on those relation-
ships. and on relationship in general, clearly con-
stitutes a substantial alt~tion of our way of under-
standing the individual. 
Evemden follows up the implications of such a rela-
tional view of the self, noting that "the kind and nature" 
of relationships that we establish-~ which gives us our 
context and meaning -- develop in our early years: ''the 
nature of the relationship established [in development] 
will de~nnine the world-view that the person will be-
come." And now, 
[t]he situation in which we find ourselves [the eco-
logical crisis) is a consequence of our own choice 
of contex~ for we have adopted. one w~fh defines 
relationships to nature out of existence. 
In refusing subjectivity to the nonhuman, Evemden 
suggests that "we left nothing to relate to, no one else in 
·the world to reciprocate." As such 
what the environmental movement appears to pro-
test - the extermination of other forms of life - is. 
simply the physical manifestation of a global gen-
ocide that is long since established in the minds of 
us all. The subjects are first destroyed [ie. the non-
human is robbed of subjectivity], and later their 
bodies crumble.28 
Evemden provides an elegant view of the en vi ronmen-
tal crisis, but his analysis goes further. He suggests that 
all relationship, including that between humans. is in 
jeopardy "and that we should not presume any firm 
boundary between our behaviour towards the human and 
tow~~ the nonhuman: all 'others' are similar:Iy thr~a~­
ened." We are thus reminded that the ecological cns1s 
cannot be abstracted and considered separately from the 
other crises present in human society. 
The psychological development of human relation-
ships with the nonhuman has also been explored exten-
sively by the naturalist Paul Shepard. In contrast to 
Searles, who was a psychologist (and to whom Shepard 
acknowledges an indebtedness), Shepard's work has 
more of an 'ecological' bias. As such, his efforts to draw 
a connection between human psychological develop-
ment and the ecological crisis are invaluable. Although 
Shepard generally stays within the language ofpsychol-
ogy, he is clearly trying to evoke a sense of human 
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relatedness t.o the world that goes beyond the psychologi-
cal jargon, and that flows from his sensibilities as a 
naturalist. The worlc is admittedly speculative, and un-
doubtedly contains some erroneous ideas, but this is only 
to be expected at such an exploratory stage. What is more 
significant is the uniqueness of Shepard'sthesis and the 
contribution that it could make to developmental psych-
ology if it were given a proper airing. 
The majority of Shepard's work on this topic are 
contained in three ~ks. In The Tender Carnivore and 
the Sacred Game he traces the roots of the ecological 
crisis back to the Agricultural Revolution, which he. 
suggests saw the beginnings of a separation, both physi-
. cal and psychological, between humans and their wilder-
ness context. In this book Shepard made his first effort 
at presenting a normative psychological model of hu-
mans based on a hunter-gatherer condition, rather than 
on our modem technological situation. He argued that a 
return of humans to a wilderness existence would not be 
a 'going back to the past' because psychologically we 
have never really left it; in a sense, modem living simply 
denies us the wilderness which our heal thy psychological 
development still requires. These views will become 
clearer in considering his next two books, in which his 
thoughts were developed further. 
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In Thinking AnimaJs,31 Shepard considers the topic 
of human relatedness to animal' othewess.' His thesis in 
this case is that "the conceptllal uses3 of animals are ~ 
aspect of human biology, a part of 'human ecology.'" 
As an "intelligent" social species, he argues, humans are 
absorbed with relationship and therefore must have a 
clear conception of self, as distinct from other. In this 
respect, Shepard closely follows Searles. However, 
Shepard takes Searles' point further in claiming that a 
concept of self not .only requires a differentiation from 
otherness, but also a radical seeing of oneself in it. His 
argwnent is as follows. Tile human self is not easily 
perceived; "iW too fluid and close. Nor can it be easily 
represented." Animals, essentially, teach us about our-
selves. The !)umber of animal metaphors that we use 
daily to de~cribe our behaviours, as well as· the number 
of animals present in children's literatllre, attest to this. 
"By 'identifying' with a number of animals in tum, the 
child discovers a common ground with other beings 
despite external di!!erences between himself and them" 
(emphasis added). That is, children learn about them-
selves by discovering how they are like and unlike other 
animals. In sum, 
[w]e are members of a human family and society, 
but the presence of animal others enlarg~s our per-
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ception of the self beyond the city to the limits. of 
the world, and deeply inward to that ground ~[bemg 
where live the lizard and monkey and fish. 
A deep sense of human kinship with nonhuman an-
inials - one that can only be realized through an intimate 
and authentic relationship with them - is the psychologi-
cal nonn that Shepard is suggesting. The innate conflict 
between humans and their nonhuman environment pos-
ited by Searles is emphatically absent in Shepard's work. 
In a world which has become "too small for animals," 
Shepard is wondering aloud what effect living in a world 
of "inadequate otherness" is having on our concept of 
self. 
Shepard's arguments often run counter to the conven-
tional wisdom, and for this reason they are difficult to 
reproduce in a short space. But the following poi~t is 
perhaps the most basically intuitive and comprehensible 
aspect of his project 
There are a whole series of developmental under-
takings in human mental and emotional growth 
which rely on the availability and abundance of 
nonhuman life. Until we understand exactly how 
each of these work, we should follow what might 
be called "the principle of phylogenie probity," 
which is simply that the healthy function of an organ 
is most assured undeJfircumstances similar to those 
in which it evolved. 
The apparent madness of our racing culture- a culture 
that increasingly takes us away from the circumstances 
in which we evolved- is the topic ~S Shepard's culminat-
ing book, Nature and Madness. In it he explores the 
prospect of "general, culturally-ratified distortions of 
childhood" and "massive disablement of ontogeny as the 
basis of irrational and self-destructive attitudes toward 
al . t ,.39 the natur env1ronrnen . 
The backbone of Shepard's book is a proposed nonna-
tive psycho-genesis which he argues is disrupted by 
modem culture. His arguments are distinctly 'bioloiQ 
ical': a "seed ofnonnal ontogeny is present in all of us." 
This seed "triggers expectations" within the child at the 
different stages of its development For example, at birth 
the infant 'expects' to fmd a mother--whose continous 
presence is initially required, and to whom the c?ild will 
form its first relational bonds. The natural setting pro-
posed in this theory of psychogenesis is critical; it in-
cludes a richness of wild animals, fresh air, trees, plants, 
and so forth. It is within this wilderness context that the 
child further develops her sense of self (as discussed, in 
part, in Thinking Animals41), and in which ~he fo~s a 
bond of relatedness with nature. Shepard pos1ts that, JUSt 
as the child 'expected' and 'needed' a mother,continued 
normal development requires a bonding with nature. The 
way that children nat'Jrally thrive when in contact with 
nonhuman nature evidences their biological 'readiness' 
for it.. (See Clay, note 9, Cobb, note 10, and Marcus, note 
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7.) Social bonds ("infant-mother, juvenile-family, ado-
lescent-community") in effect provide the ground, the 
model, for developing further relationships with the 
otJtemess of animals, plants, and so on. The child in tum 
sees these as "metaphorical sign images or messages 
about the inner world, the binding forc~2 of human society, and the invisible spiritual realm. 11le final 
stage of adolescence in this model is a bonding with the 
cosmos, which has been made possible by an expanding 
sense of wholes, from the womb, to the mother and body, 
· to the earth, and finally· to the" starry sky." The adult who 
has developed normally, according to this model, has a 
sense of belonging in both nature and the larger cosmos, 
and this has been achieved through a growth of ever-
more-subtle relationships or bondings. The cosmic lone-
liness, anxiety, uncertainty, and despair of the modem 
human dilemma are nowhere to be found. · 
Shepard summarizes: 
The archetypal role of nature - the mineral, plant, 
and animal world found most completely in wilder-
ness- is in the development of the individual human 
personality, for it embodies the poetic expre~si?? of 
ways of being and relating to others. Urban ClVlhza-
tion creates the illusion of a shortcut to ·individual 
maturity by attempting to omit the eight to ten years 
of immersion in nonhuman nature. Maturity so 
achieved is spurious because the individual, though 
·he may be precociously articulate and sensitive to 
subtle social interplay, is without a grounding in the 
given structure that is nature .... lndeed the real bit-
terness of modem social relationships has its roots 
in the vacuum where a beautiful and awesome oth-
erness should nave been encountered.43 
The stages of development proposed by Shepard are 
characterized by a "highly timed openness in which the 
attention of the child is predirected by an intrinsic sche-
dule, a h~er to fill archetypal f~nns V.:i~ spcci~c 
meaning.' Only when a culture 1s sens10ve to this 
schedule and aware of its needs, Shepard argues, will 
these forms be properly filled. Culture, then, is not some 
recent invention that allows humans to transcend their 
biology, but rather is a critical component of it. Mod.em 
culture, in failing the child, arrests her psychological 
development We fail the adolescent, Shepard writes, 
when we rob him of a "mythopoetic vision of man in 
nature." As a result 
he will for the rest of his life struggle with existential 
problems that are normally the work of a few critical 
years in his second decade oflife. I do not mean that 
the adolescent normally gains instant wisdom, but 
that the frame-work of nature as metaphorical foun-
dation for cosmic-at-homeness is as native to the 
human organism in its a~glescent years as any nutri-
tive element in the diet. 
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Shepard concludes his book on a somewhat hopeful 
note: 
There is a secret person undamaged in every in-
dividual .. [Yet all of our archetypal impulses] are 
assimilated in pe1Ve~ foiiDs in modem society: 
our profound love of animals twisted into pets, zoos, 
decorations, and entertainment; our search for po-
etic·wholeness subverted by the model of the ma-
chine instead of the body; the moment of pubertal 
idealism shunted into nationalism or ethereal other-
worldlyreligion instead of ecosophical cosmology; 
But this means that we have not lost, and ·cannot 
l?se, the g~uiJlg impulse. It awaits only an authen-
. tlc expressiOn. 
Although every child has the pOtential to grow toward 
a mature relatedness to the world, as described by 
Shepard, the problem arises that "(a]dults, ... cut sho,n 
from their own potential, are not the best of mentors." 
However, the ecological crisis continues to remind us 
that there is a grave problem with both our material and 
psychological relationships · with the nonhuman, and 
Shepard provides an important new .thesis for considera-
tion. 
The Nonhuman as Self 
Both transpersonal psychologists and a growing num-
ber of ecophilosophers describe the self as something 
that exists beyond the individual ego, as something that 
is continuous with the world,. and that extends in some 
measure beyond thephysicalboundariesoftheskin. Paul 
Shepard, who emphasized relationship and bonding with 
nature in the above discussion, is quoted below now 
presenting a form of"nonhuman as self' argument. 
[ w ]e are hidden from ourselves by habits of percep-
tion ... [O]ur language, for example, encourages us 
to see ourselves--or a plant or animal--as an isolated 
sack, a thing, a contained self. Ecological thinking, 
on the other hand requires a kind of vision across 
boundaries. The epidermis of the skin is ecological-
ly like a pond surface or a forest soil, not a shell so 
much as a delicate interpenetration; It reveals the 
self enabled and extended rather than threatened as 
part of the landscape and the ecosystem, because the 
beauty and complexity of nature are continuous 
with ourselves. 
Man is in the world and his ecology is the nature of 
that inness. He is in the world as in a room, and in 
transience, as in the belly of a tiger or in love. What 
does he do !!Jire in nature? What does nature do 
there in him? 
Is it paradoxical to feel both continuous with and iij 
relationship with one's nonhuman surroundings?4 
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Harold Searles noted earlier that relationship is possible 
only if at some level of awareness one feels nondifferen-
tiated from that to which one relates. An even more 
helpful discussion of levels of awareness has been pre-
sented by the naturalist John Livingston: 
It could ... be argued that individual self<anscious-
ness may be only the most basic and fundamental 
of several layers or envelopes of self-conscious-
ness ... 
There seems little doubt that in at least .many an-
imals there is what might be called a "group self-
consciousness." Witness the behaviour of clustering 
invertebrates, schooling fishes, flocking birds, 
hunting wolves, banding primates .... Very probably 
there is also an interspecies 'community self-con-
sciousness,' judging by the reciprocal behaviour of 
multispecies associationS and communities. There 
may even even be a still wider consciousness of self 
as whole ... [an] awareness of planetary biospherical 
self, a total participating co~ousness. At this 
stage, "other" loses all meaning. 
Livingston posits that "Western knowledge systems" 
keep us from experiencing anythirig other than an in-
dividual, egoic self, although other 'forms' of self and of 
relationship are possible. Livingston, in a sense, turns 
Searles' discussion on its head. The egoic, individual self 
in Livingston's scheme results from a cultural reification 
at the most basic level of self -consciousnes, whereas a 
more continuous, larger sense of self represents a more 
mature way of bein~n the world and of relating to the 
rest of the biosphere 1 Searles would no doubt respond 
that consciously felt continuiry with nature is regressive 
or pathological. But perhaps Shepard's model of norma-
tive psychogenesis shows a way in which one might 
develop a "higher oneness" (Abraham Maslow's term) 
with nature, as opposed to a more regressive, infantile 
"loweroneness." · 
Livingston is not alone in suggesting that an extended 
sense of self is possible. A central theme of the phil-
osophy of deep ecology is that of identifying with, or 
seeing oneself in, the nonhuman in as large a sense as 
i;>ossible. Warwick Fox, a deep ecology scholar, argues 
that such identification is based most widely on the 
"deep-seated realization ... that we and ~other entities 
are aspects of a single unfolding reality." 2 Fox has also 
recently drawn attention to the similarities between the 
writings of deep ecologists and of transpersonal 
psychologists. We are thus able to tum the discussion 
back to the work of psychologists. 
Abraham Maslow, a pioneeroftranspersonal psychol-
ogy, was caught up in the search for the healthy, well-in-
tegrated, whole human being, and was very selective in 
his choice of psych.ological subjects. In his later work 
Maslow was describing the exceptionally healthy person 
as one who was not only self-actualizing, but also self-
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transcending, that is, able to let go of or transcend the 
egoic self. What is significant here is that Maslow, a 
psychologist, and Livingston and Shepard, both 
naturalists, have all explored notions ofhealthy selfhood, 
and have all converged on the idea of what Maslow calls 
self-transcendence. Maslow was clearly moving even 
further toward the naturalists' positions when he said that 
Perhaps ... thrilling to nature (perceiving it as true, 
good, beautiful, etc.) will one day be understood as 
a kind of self-recognition or self~xperience, a way 
of being oneself and fully functional, a way of being 
at home, a kind of biological authenticity, of "bio-
logical mysticism," etc .... the "highest" experience 
~ver described, the joyful fusion with the ultimate 
that man can conceive, can be ·seen simultaneously 
as the deepest experience of our ultimate personal 
animality and species-hood, as the acceptance of 
our p~found biolfjical nature as isomorphic with 
nature m general. 
Maslow's work represents the beginning oftransper-
sonal (trans-egoic) psychology, and many of his findings 
have since assisted in the articulation of trans~rsonal 
theories of psychological development. The transper-
sonal self-sense develops in stages "through a process of 
differentiation, tr?.nscendence, and integration at each 
stage of growth." 4 A "strong, healthy ego" is regarded 
as a necessary step in the growth towards a transpersonal 
self, but is not taken in itself as the ultimate measure of 
health. Strong ego identification in fact leads to a feeling 
of being alone in a "potentially hostile universe." At this 
point it is important to develop what Karen Horney calls 
a "real" or existential self as opposed to a "pseudo-self." 
Facing the existential realities that confront the ego and 
living in openness to life's possibilities characterize this 
stage. The real existential self is able to move on to the 
next stages of "expanded self-concept": the self goes 
through further and further levels of differentiation, 
· transcendence and integration, at each step developing a 
more inclusive representation of self. "Fixation at any 
stage of development can be ~garded as a disturbance in 
nonnal patterns of growth."5 
The above description of transpersonal 
development has been very brief, how-
ever a parallel to Shepard's model of 
development should be apparent. As 
well, Livingston's comments about the 
hegemony of the "individual self' also 
find a home in transpersonal theory as a 
"fixation" of the individual at the egoic 
stage of development. What" is absent 
from most transpersonal theorizing, des-
pite Maslow's encouraging words, is a 
sense of human belonging in nature. In 
fact anthropocentism runs through most 
of transpersonal psychology, and for this 
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reason Warwick Fox suggests that transpersonal psych-
ology needs to be "ecologized"--as 'ecology' likewise 
needs to be "psychologized." 
Frances Vaughan has noted that all mental illness may 
be re§fded fundamentally as a "mistaken perception of 
self." Shepard, Searles, Evemden, Cobb, Livingston, 
and Fox have likewise pointed to a 'mistaken' sense of 
self that ignores the innate embeddedness of humans in 
nature, and which leads to destructive behaviours toward 
the nonhuman. Pedlaps through the meeting of discip-
lines that Fox proposes a clearer view of the relationship 
between self -conception and the ecological crisis will 
show itself. 
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Stories and Rituals in the Interstices between 
Utopias and Apocalypses 
by Adrian Ivakhiv 
1 
We walked along the beach, shrouded in fog, with only the sound of the waves 
lapping gently against the shore giving us a sense of direction. We walked slowly: 
I, unable to see any shapes or fonns in the dense mist, held your hand tightly; you 
sensed the way forward, each step a mystery into an abyss, each step an eternity, 
where all things swirled half-remembered and all memories shimmered with the 
safety of their concealment 
You spoke of the world whence you came. You spoke in a language I hardly 
remembered. Your world had been lit from within, it had burned with an inner 
awareness, so all-cognizant, so complete in its exposure of itself to itself that it 
longed for something beyond its own embrace. lbere, where omniscient memory 
mirrored itself from millions of space and light and time illumined galaxies, there 
perfection sought to disturb its own fullness. That world began to hunger for 
dynamism, it began to rage and to quake for an other to embrace and to strive for; 
choked by its enclosedness, it sent you here. 
You described that world to me, that world which you said I'd already forgotten. 
(You said we'd arrived from it together.) 
You told me of the blueprints and plans we'd been shown at the time of our arrival 
here: the divisions into political units, the borders patrolled by aniled men; the blocs 
and junctures, the military testing zones and fences, the trade routes and airports 
and superhighways, the cities with inhabitants grouped atop each other in concrete 
en casings that block sun and sky, the subdivision of cities into residential, industrial, 
administrative, recreational zones, and beneath it all the hidden intestinal passage-
ways, the secret mechanjcs of civilization. 
You recalled what we had learned about the inhabitants here, their beliefs and 
convictions, and about the other creatures with whom they shared their world's 
surface, about the increasing loss of habitable spaces, and about the physical 
conditions, the lengths of days and nights, the cycles of seasons and climatic change. 
We were warned to expect some surprises, changes and disruptions as their social 
orders adapted erratically and unwillirigly to pressures they themselves had created. 
You recalled my reactions, my concern that the divided nature of this world might 
reflect a psychic division within its inhabitants. But we were assured that they had 
all come from the same place as we had, and had (like you. said of me) forgotten 
this, only rarely, fragmentarily, seeing the shadowy angels ofrememberance pass 
· through their dimly-lit, fog-misted. alley worlds. 
· Of all of this, I remembered little. (You explained that this was the usual course 
of events, this forgetting, this hollowing out of one's soul, consumed by the physical 
and emotional adhesion, the viscosity ofthis world onto its new arrivals.) 
Walking further, I felt the light embraces of wavelets slipping between my toes 
and the sand on the shore. 






oxygen surges through lungs 
so swiftly--chase breaths descending 
fall over annospheric orbits, through grids and currents 
encircling greatcoloured globe below-dizzy whiteness 
rushing past 
colours flaring outwards--shoot across suns 
fall between solar winds: body pulsating dizzily 
being born 
Quick: impressions rush through consciousness 
blurring burning speed--
what is this who is this twisting and twirling 
through space through clouds 
spiralling downwards through 
torrents, discharges--through currents 
absorbing emissions immersed in 
sheaths pauerwovenaround globe: 
· Now--bathed in light--heaviness breathing--convulsing 
breathlessly in heavy air--
beating out--
breathing out--
We breathe. Together. 
Rnythmically, heaving. We expand and contract 
· We breathe as one body. Each breath as one body. . 
We are stone, whose molecules have begun now to shimmer and vibrate. We 
are wood, so contained in our movement 
Exp;md and contract 
Whose molecules have begun now to move, and we know that we move, nothing 
more. We move as only we can, a solid geometry of mass set in motion. 
We begin to feel in our motion. Our members push outwards and slowly become 
arms and legs. We are breathing in unison. We are beginning to rock. We sway, 
leaning .forward then back. To one side then another. Expanding contracting. We 
sway, breath together. 
We move as we know; we know what we must; we feel what we are with one 
body, exhaling. 








Human history is the history of domestication, the history of the gradual replace-
ment of the world with irs simulation. 
In our relationship with the world, its primary elements--eanh, air, and water-
-did not need to be domesticated; their domestication to the biQsphere took place 
well before our arrival. It was fire that we needed to domesticate, to steal from 
the gods and to swallow into our own domain, so that its transformative power . 
would become ours, our technical genius, harnessed for the transmutation of 
minerals, their purification, the creation of alloys: ultimately for the creation of 
our new world. 
Fire is the element of transformation. Unlike water, which dissolves all into 
the semen of living potency,fire melts bodies and delivers up the soulless ash of 
their substance, liberating their essence to roam ghostlike across the plains of 
charred landscapes. Fire's potency is contained by the very walls of civilized 
life, and it is from our very first moment that we begin to consolidate our control 
over its demons, gently at first, but knowing in our depths that the project is tem-
porary and doomed to fail ... 
5 
Still walking, you recalled those first days, days full of patient anticipation. I, as 
always, didn't remember them. I only remembered the first glance I had of you: I 
was sure I had seen you somewhere, perhaps in a crowd, and you had illumined a 
memory.of long ago, of someone (I thought). 
Days passed, and the uncertainty left me. It did not seem to matter. We passed 
the time together: days and nights. We walked, I remembered, through a park, the 
oasis of a city, and noticed squirrels holding their breaths, probing our eyes, as if to 
measure our intentions ... One day, in a planetarium, we surveyed the skies like 
exiles seeking their distant homeland. Though you said nothing, the expression on 
your face fiUed me with an indefinable longing, and with a happiness that we were 
together then .•• We sat in the cafes of a large city and observed the ceaseless tides 
of life spiralling around us... I remember a museum in New York City, the one 
where the great carcass of a whale floats in the air shrouded in the comforting blue 
light amidst the curved walls of the hall ... Or the ethereal mountains of Vermont on 
an early spring morning, dew moistening our ljps and eyes as we stepped out into 
the morning newborn ... 
Y o.u reminded me. of these times and places we had met, photographs of some 
past that may have been mine, though I could not know for sure. Your words wove 
themselves into the crystal swirls of the fog, harmonized with the wash of the waves 
caressing the shore. 
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For as long as any of us could remember, this branch had always been our home. 
Everything here had its order: from the morning sun (obscured, sometimes, by 
clouds or rain) to the voices below. telling us how to do this or that, and alerting us 
of dangers or of the arrival of gods and kin .Sometimes we would give chase to the 
little creatures (in earnest), or to each other playfully; and then we would move into 
our dance, our song. We lived our song, and sang as we knew, according to our sense 
of what was right at any time. But always we returned t.O our nests. Our tree was the 
center of all, and everything here had its place: the earth and grass below, the sun 
and sky above. The tree surrounded by space, and between the branches, sometimes, 
us. 
It was at first not easy for us to understand, but the elders revealed one day that 
our tree was changing, it was growing into something different, they said, and there 
were appearing unexpected new twists and turns in its.brariches,labyrinths of them, 
and new insects and tiny· animals. Our elders weren't sure how to interpret these 
. changes, but they felt it was of greater importance than we could know:· 
We weren't aware that one day our tree would meet and intertwine with others. 
We did not know that to the north there were large mo~tains, and behind them, 
expansive, treeless deserts. We knew nothing of the endless oceans, on which sailed 
ships from distant lands, where civilizations appeared and disappeared. We knew 
nothing of what. the ships would bring, and of what they would take from us. And 
yet we felt a sense of preparation, and we accepted the changes as they came. 
7 
Utopia = u-topos: no-place. A place imagined, not existing. Our minds are forever 
imagining utopian fictions, sputtering out endless reams of daydream fantasies, 
artificial communities of contentment. Our daily forgetfulness generates utopias that 
are self-centered, superficial, trivial. When these, disturbed by groundsweJJs of 
threatened emotion, break from their accustomed paths, they mutate, becoming fuel 
for revolutionary movemems,fanaticisms. Pursue,d by the shadows disturbing our 
utopian fictions, we resort to great cleansings, purifications, smearing our respon-
sibility out into the cosmos. 
The first of these impulses compels us to pursue those glimpses of allowable 
utopia; the second coerces us into its karmic cycles of bloodletting. Both arise 
out of a partial recognition of beauty. We, creatures unnaturally sensitive to 
beauty ,find it unbearable to live with the tension of a universe so rich with mag-
nificence, which we,ji.nite creatures, cannot contain within ourselves, cannot con-
sume into the costumes ofidentjty we construct as shields against the ceaseless 
pressure of life's ambiguity. 
· Between the polarized pulse of utopia and apocalypse, this current that presses 
forward history's march, there are eddies of light, little pockets of air, tiny yet. im-
measurable rises that momentarily illuminate all, then slip out of the embraces of 
explanations. 
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You stand, surrounded on all sides by sand. Before you stands a circle of mirrors. 
As you obseiVe, their metal glows as if lit by flame, and each becomes for you a 
window. . 
In the first you see a fool. A marionette. The wheels of fortune spin by, and the 
fool lifts his first foot forward in blessed unawareness of the currents that carry him 
and the winds that blow him in all directions. 
In the second- the moon. Reflecting the SW1. he sends light into the darkness 
below. Beneath it, two lovers dissolve into each other. 
In the third - apocalypse. A world existing side by side with ours, always on the 
threshold of chaos. The tower in the moment of its falling. Thunders of confusion 
echo through eternity. 
,. 
In the fourth - a temple. Here you find a place to resL Here the waves of 
. . chance harmonize. Here you look back onto the open wounds of the road behind 
you. But before you can sink into the numbness of shelter, something compels you 
forward, and you move on. 
In the fifth - the devil. Appearing in many guises. Idols from the past, mirrors 
of your own inflated selves, the riches you could have had and the empires yours to 
build. Here you battle with your slavery. Losing, in the end, you see his face- it is 
you. And all fear vanishes. 
In the sixth- a saint. An elderly traveller who for many years traversed his lonely 
and dangerous path and now gives freely of his grace to all who ask of it. (He 
reminds you of yourself in your youth.) 
In the seventh- w~sdom. An old woman sits weaving at a loom. Her loom is the 
heavens. with their net of constellations and eternal correspondences, dynamic 
interrelationships. forever twisting and turning like the waves of the sea, ever 
changing, ever transforming. 
You pass through from one station to the next, or maybe through several at once. 
Each bums at its own rate, each subsumes you within its alchemical fire. They bum 
through days and nights. They bum through ages. 
9 
We walked on. The swollen waves now thundered against the shore and washed 
away all traces of our footsteps and of our thoughts and words and feelings, crashed 
around us swooshing and sliding from left to right and right to left, this ceaseless 
immensity, and we listened, and we spoke to each other, wordlessly. I felt the beat 
of your heart, irregular, and the rhythm of your breath, shorter now, as you panted, 
and coughed, as had become your custom these past days, though the lightness of 
your soul and you realm quietude exuded a wannth that told me ihat it did not matter, 
that everything was as it must and as it should be, and that it was good. And yet, I 
wondered, and yet, what if you left me, far away to some vast unknown, or to this 
land you spoke of, and I listened to you not knowing if these were just stories you 
told me to calm my agony. Your coughing stuck in my throat and choked me with 
a helplessness, like a dreamer pursued by assailants, who cannot run, whose body 
will not obey him. 
And I knew that this would pass, as everything passes, as everything has always, 
somehow, continued. And there was a bittersweet glow extending from our bodies, 
as if we stood at the end of something and looked back onto its beginning, when we 
had entered into this world, this newly-chosen home of ours. 
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The roots of our trees have intertwined, they have stumbled into each other's 
heaviness and woven thick collisions under the ground: like the buildings of a city 
fused thickly by their networks of electrical cable and sewer and traffic pipeline and 
alleys reseiVed for ghosts and refuse. (And beasts.) The city has its web of 
constructions and technical labyrinths that pound out its lifeblood through criss-
crossed corridors. It is a great living body: a devouring Machine into whose embrace 
we have thrown· ourselves by our birth or by some other accident. (Our existence is 
woven collectively into a karmic cloth made heavy by the debts of countless 
forebears, and all of us and our bodies and worlds co-responsible, parasitically-de-
pendent corporate mediators of the Great Machine's will: miraculously, we feed on 
others, as others feed on us.) 
There are those who have left the Macf:line: in another time and place, they . 
await the return of the icebergs. They set aside ample reseiVes of life's gifts into 
deep chambers. They encode their wisdom into stories and rituals and teach them 
to their children. They wait patiently, hoping that the destruction is limited ... 
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Life thrusts its slithering body ever forward around itself. coils like the serpent 
devouring his own tail. At one end birth, at the other - death, the eternal uroboros 
twists and winds its flesh and blood, redigesting matter and mind and planet surface 
and civilizations, extinguishing the old, and making room for its successor. 
The great man lies, snake-bitten, dying. 
In other times and places - it is a wise matriarch; or a girl with the devil in her 
eyes, burning at the stake. Or maybe it is a king, rattling the golden chains of his 
fading power. In another instance it is a person unnoticed, or one whose day has 
long passed, now forgotten by all. 
Civilization lies, burning. 
The great man has been left alone, adrift on a floe of ice, surrounded by sea. And 
silence. 
(In the same moment, a tiny island emerges out of the water's surface into its first 
gleaming ray of sunlight; a volcano erupts swallowing the population of an isle; a 
hundred are born, and wars toll their thousands.) 
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I can se.e, far off in the sky, the reflection of li great sea. From its surface rise yellow 
and scarlet vapours. Above it great sails hang from threads in the clouds; they rotate 
slowly from the wind. I see ships of many colours sailing there, and· between them 
doves circle excitedly. In the middle of it all,like a tornado, a great wooden axis is 
turning, and the world revolves slowly around it: the farther away from the center, 
the slower it turns. From a distance I hear the wailing of sirens, from a distance I 
hear the cackle and moaning of lepers, stationed on some island to watch and keep 
count of the rotations of the world. 
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1be waves have enveloped us, they surge onto us from all sides ... 
1bis is not the place where all memory resides, but rather it is the place where 
memory forgets itself and is swallowed up into eternity. Outside, memory had been 
a distinct possibility to which we had struggled. Here, the conscious individuality 
disappears into the endlessness of all memory ... 
Subsumed and overtaken now by water, immersed in the eternal ocean, which is 
at once the repository of all knowledge and the mUJky stream of all forgetting: 
· knowledge, because it existed before the awakening of individuality; forgetting, 
because each temporarily illuminated silhouette of Being returns always here and 
loses itself ... 
This has always been our home. Here, all identity and solidity, all feeling and 
desire, passion and will, knowledge and understanding, flow into each other and 
dissolve into their source ... 
And emerge again..: And disappear again. .. 
Expanding and contracting ... 
Through days and through_nights ... Through ages .. . 
And the rhythmic sea sways in its eternal immensity ... The slow breath of aeons ... 
Awakening and returning to its dream ... The rising and the falling ... The surging 
forth and the releasing ... The swaying of trees in the wind ... The burning desire and 
the eternal return ... The crystal explosions and the long, warm silences ... 
Adrian lvakhiv plays and c_omposes music, writes, travels, and periodically 
interrupts these activities to "do" degrees in Environmental Studies at York 
University (previously, a Master's; presently, a Ph.D.). 
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